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ilson named coach
season, ''Wilson said. He added ihat
the team would work as a family this
Hilltop S1aff Reporter
year and not be separated into facThe press and the public waited in tions, such as offense and defense .
a small room in the Blackbum Center
''The situation with regards to
on Thursday to hear the announce- football is be't ter now than when I
ment that Steve Wilson, a former played here,''said Wilson . ''I will not
defe,nsive back with the,penver Bron- let any athelete make conditions an
~cos, would be the university's new excuse , or use them as a crute h. We
head football coach.
are not going to make excuses for not
The appointl}lent ended a month- playing well,''he added.
long sea.rclt and was announced by
''Things really don't change in thi s
William
Moultrie, the university's game . You have to look at funathletic. direct6r. Terms of his con- damentals. Being Consistent' is importract 'were not disclosed.
tant,'' Wilson said. ''I feel I will be
Wilson· said he did not think the· able to bring a high level of consistenuniversity was behind as far as cy to the t~am through fundamen' recruiting was concernei:!. According tals."
to the athlectic department , Wilsori
Wilson said that he wants to bring
will start his duties almos·t a touch of discipline, preparation and
immediately.
confidence to the team. ''I want my
''There are a lot of people who players to have confidence not only
want to play football for Howard. in football, but ·in studies as well.
My job is to go out and find
''We are <going to be doing things
them, ''said Wilson. He also said that that will not only serve as building
Howard has much to offer any player blocks for player~ but as building
who chooses the school.
blocks for men, "said Wilson. ''I see
''Right now we don't have anyone p.J,ayers who don't make.it to the pros I
penciled in for the assistant coaches' and have a hole in their life. J. don't ·.-.!
slots. We are going to take our time want that to happen to~ my players .
and get someone we can feel cOmfo-r- I want them to be well rounded ."
table with, "he said.
Wil son described Howard 's
'' It is too ecirly to plan out a
strat egy
for · the
coming see Wilson, page 6

By Gale P. Mitchell
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Medical students demand expedition
in 'processing of financial aid
By Shelia Maxwell
and Melonie McCall
Hilltop Staff ReportFrs

I

More than 100 medical school students, braving
cold winds and freezing temperatures Wednesday
morning, assembled in front of the Mordecai Wyatt
Johnson Administration Building to protest
problems with their financial aid.
Holding cups of hot tea or coffee in one hand and
poster board signs in the other, the students circled
in front of the building, chanting phrases like , ''We
don't need no trouble, get our money on the double'' and '' If we don't get tuition, there'll be no
young physicians''.
The group, which began their demonstration in
franc of the medical school located on W Street, NW
and continued for three blocks to' the administration

building, marched to protest delays in financial aid
processing as well as the poor treatment they said
they receive from the staff in the finacial aid office.
According to junior medical.student ReneC Brown,
who acted as one of the spokespersons f...ir the
demonstration, at least 50 percent of the students
have not received their Health Professional Loans,
Guaranteed Student Loans and other assistance
11ecessary to pay for tuition a·nd personal expenses.
At the time, Brown said that the only answers the
office gave for the delay was -that they wefe Under·
staffed and that ·they were still attempting to make
the transition fro m a manual system of processing
loans to a computerized one.
''We're highly disappointed with the. way our
financial affairs are being handled by this adminissee Prolest, page 9

photo by Keith O. Leadbeller
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Steve Wilson
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.Atwater elected newest trustee
Mastermind behind Willie Horton in high post at HU
By Eric Smith

Hill1op Staff R~porter

HowJlrd University continues to
tighten its bond with the Republican
Party with the nomination of Lee Atwater to its Board ofTrustees.
Atwater is chairman of the
Republican National Committee
(RNC), and his nomination is prompting an Uproar on Howard' s campus because of his link to the promoting of racial prejudices in the re·cent presidential campaign.
The.incident involved Willie Horton, an African-American who
es.caped from a Massachusetts prison
furlough in 1985 .
During the furlough progralJl,
which was instituted by Governor
Michael Dukakis, Horton brutally attacked a white Maryland couple.
Throughout the campaign, many
accused the Bush camp, for which
Atwater was campaign manager, of
exploiting the issue and enhancing
· racial stereotypes.
During a telephone interview, Atwater expressly denied any attempts
on his part or on the part of his staff
to exploit Horton's race.
''I made sure that we never used a
picture of Willie Horton in our commercials or our printed materials.

'

Bush's top African-American appoi~tees
By Lenora Harris
Hilltop Staff Reporter

President Bush has appointCd
C\VO African-Americans, Dr. Louis
\V. Sulli\'an and Constance Berry
Ne\\•man, co head the Department
of Health an d Human Services
and the Office of Person11el
1'1anagement, respective!}'.
Sullivan, a 55-year-old hematologist a11d pathologist, is the de·,
an- and director of the School of
Medicine at Atlanta's Morehouse
College. He was the first and only
African-American to be appointed
directly to Bush's Cabinet.

The con!roversy surrounding
Sullivan's appointment is based on
hi s stand on abortion. Earlier this
mo nth,
anti,abortion ists
~hall t> nged him on his statements
st1p ,.>or1ing the right of/a " 'Oman
to ha\'e an abortion only in the
cases of incest, rape or in the
threat to the life of the mother.
Another issue surounding Sul·
livan.:..5 appointment is his lo'ngCi9Jlrelationship with the Bushes.
S'ome people feel that he \\'aS only
appointed because of his friendship \vith Barbara Bus~.

•

The issue wasn't race, but the President Cheek to ti_~ a cnCmber of
Massachusetts criminal furlough the board
program.
-

•

'

''I resented and still resent anyone
that says that race was an issue in the
matter ," Atwater added.
A~water was approached by

and he was ''very honored to be a
member . I hope to use my knowledge
and
assofiation
with
see Atwater, page"'6

Tuition to increase ts ·percent in 1989-90
In a previou s · Hilltop interview,
Melvin Jones, vice-preside 11 t of
", Hilltop Staff Reporter
BusinesS and Fiscal Affairs, Said the
This
overview of'! ser~es examin- 1989 fisca l budget is $254.2 million.
If Congress approves the request,
ing che Howard Vn11 1ers1ty bu,e/.
Specific topics will be addresse in about $175.6 million of these funds
\viii come frotn the government. The
depth in subsequent articles.
, remaining $78.6 million will be proHoward University students can duc..:d pri111.:i.ril}' , b;· lui1ion anQ fee s,
expect a 15 percent increase in tuition auxilar;· t:ntcrp1 iscs, private gift s and
next 1ycar, according to the text of a grant s and endO\\•ment.
congress ional testimony ,given by
Auxiliary e11terpriscs includes t:1e
President James Cheek.
campus store, hou sing, the b{Jok
At hearings last April bl!.fore a sub- store and 01her operation s.
11
committee of the House AppropriaThe heari 11g report shO\\-'S that
tions Committee, Cheek testified Ho\vard' s request · from Congress
about his 1989 budget plans. If im- totalled some $175.6 n1il lli on. Of
plemented, the pla11 will incr.ease tui- that, Howard " 'ould allot ..83 percent
tion for the fourth consecutive year. to its academic progran1 and 12 pcrThis year, undergraduate students cent ·to the Howard U niversit ),.
shelled out $4,500, 15 .4 percent more ' Hospital.
. ·
than in 1987-88. The 1989-90 increase
The additional 5 percent \vould be
rePrese nts an additional 15 percent. set a side fo r rc ... carch a11d the
There will be no increase for endow111c111.
graduate and professional s tud ent~
Cheek acknowledged 1t1at several
who are paying, respectively, 13 and of Ho~ard's ~chools and. co~legcs are
14 percent more for this academic s11ffer1ng major. accred1tat1on proyear.
blems and added that the 11nivcr.sity
Whether the trend will continue in plans co funnel mo11ey 10 then1.
future years is a decision le~t t.o t~e
Forty-two millio11 dollars 1s being
Board of '.l'rustees, Cheek sa id 1n his set aside for the academic programs
testimon y.
of the Schools of Law, Engineering
~ By

Michelle Miller

i?a

#

~

and Business.
reasons that Howard is at such a low
The Graduate School of Art s and level financially is because the adSciences and the Colleges of ministration gets too many perks,
Medicine, Fine Arts, Pharmacy and just like'. .. senators and congressmen.
Pharmacal Sciences are also to
''We won't get out of our finanreceive funds.
cial crisis unless the administration
Faculty and staff salaries account . concedes concerning its luxuries,'' he
for a substantial part of the budget added .
as well.
Concessions, however, apparently
· According to Cheek, the 2,000 are .nOt in the plan. In Cheek's
faculty members average some $89 testimony he said he plans to inmillion annually in wages . Consum- crease •some faculty salaries by 5
ing, 35 percent of the budget, facul - percent.
ty salaries range from $25,000 to
''I think it is important ... tQ note
$64,000.
that the 5 P.ercetlt increase actually
Directors and executive assistants was a rain dropjn the ocean,'·' Cheek
receive an average $125.5 million an- said in testimony.
nually. This group, which makes
''Even if we ~ad received a 20 perfrom $2,543 to $81,176: accounts for ce.rit increase, we would still, for the
49 percent of the budget.
rank of full professor ... be an average
Last year, the d~ans of the various of $8,000 below the national aVerage,
schools and colleges made between according to the Association of
$59,000 to $136,000 and the 11 cen- American University Professors,''
tral administrators made between Cheek testified.
$76,000 to $t6t ,000.
Quay Whitlock, a senior finance
For the president; the report show- major, agrees with Cheek to some exed that his salary, (non-inclusive of tent, but for different reasons.
housing, transportation and related
''I feel that a large amount of the
benefits), ranges ·anywhere . from budget should go to the faculty and
''zero to $179,375."
administrators. Hopefully, then we
one student, who preferred to re- can increase the nun1ber of professors
main anonymou s, said , ''One of the and decrease the size of classes,'' she
said.

Let the pledging begin
The Spinxmen of Alpha Phi Alpha were presented ot their first day of
chapel. Tti ee other organizations have also begun their Pled_ge
periods: See article on page 2. ,
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BUSA candidates say strong female leadership beneficial
.

•

' .

•

By Andrea Morehead

and administrators to become aware

Hillfop Staff Reporter

of what we havC and to utilize our

The second female team vying for

resources to really make good things

'

HUSA Election '89

happen,'' said Morton, who is also
NAACP tr~asurer.
·
Two of the campus issues this team

the top Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) positions .believe they have what it takes to get the
job done.
Zenobia White and Elizabeth Morton hope to follow in the footsteps of
Ona Alston and Yvonne Brooks, the
1986-87 team that took HUSA's top
two positions.
White, a junior computer based information systems major from New l'
York City, and Elizabeth Morton, a
juniOr political science major from
Philadelphia, are running for 1989-90
HUSA president and vice president,
respectively.

•

The Candidates:
I (president/vice president)

plans to foqis on are registration and

financial aid.
They said.they will emphasize that
students also need to be aware of
what they~an do to help remedy the
prpblems. '
''Granted, the process needs to
improve on the part of the administration, but I feel the students need
to be aware of what they can do to.
help decrease and eliminate long lines
and further delays," said White.
Also, White and Morton want to
organiZe more community outreach
. ...
programs between Howard students
''i think it's time fof women to
•
and young children in the c.o m• seize leadership positions. For many
Candidates
Elizabeth
Morton
and
Zenobia
White
promote
''unity''
at
HU.
munity.
years, the men have held key Pecision
. -·-Other issues the team will address
making positions. It's time for a Colored People [NAACP!, said this
White said.
are· housing, security and adininischange," White said.
improvement will be threef.o ld.
The female team said this power of
Morton agreed, and added that not :
''Elizabeth and I want to promote
the masses is best demonstrated in tration.
HUSA presidential candidate
only can they bring a female perspec- unity. We want to promote and entheir theme for the 1989-90 HUSA is The
optimistic about the possible
tive to these offices, but their dili- courage the uplifting of our brothers
elections: ''Howard Come Alive:
leadership role and said the final
gence and determination can make and sisters.
Educate; Agitate; Organize.''
product of anything she organizes, or
positive changes on Howard's
''And when the leaders, students
''We want to educate the naive, is
involved in, is ''good'' because of
campus.
and community come together, then
agitate the complacent and organize
Whitl, who is president of all of our power is channeled in a
the power to effectively bring about the mixture of steadfast determinat(on and dilig~nce.
Howar8's chapter of the National positive way towards great goals that
change," said White.
•
Association for the Advancement of will help and not hurt our people,"
''It's time for Howard students see HIJSA, page 6

Daniel Goodwin/Joseph Branch
Zenobia White/Elizabeth Morton
Van Johnson/Brian Watkins

..

\

Leadership, scholarship dominate
g~eeks' agenda as pled·ging begins
By Shrona Foreman
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Last weekend marked the offic'ial
beginning of the pledging period for
all greek Jetter fraternities arid
sororities on Howard's campus.
or the eight greek letter organizations comprised by the Pan Hellenic
Council, only Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., B.eta chapter; Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity, Alpha
chapter; Zeta Phi Beta Sororitv Inc ..
Aloha chanter and Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority, Inc., Alpha Chapter

.,I

•

'

. Rochez
By JoAn

Hilltop Staff Reporter

in an attempt to encourage
African-Americans to pursue Ph.D.s
in phYsics, Howard University in
association with .the Society of
Physics Students (SPSf is for the first
time hosting the National Conference
of Black Physics Students.
''Physics is a discipline that is
grossly underrepresented by the black
community,''says Herbert Coakley,
SPS president and co-chairman of the
conference .
Although there are only about 12
students majoring in "physics at
Howard, the conference, to be held
on Feb. 17-19 at the Howard Inn,

•

Speakouts:
The Tubman Quadrangle
Monday, Febru_an:_IJ
7 p,m.
Meridian Hill Hall
Thursday; February 16
7 p.m.

•

•

Students are needed to rhonitor polling places for the elections which
will be held Wednesday, March 1 and for run-offs, if necessary.
Compensation and lunch will be provided. Training is mandatory.
Sign up in Room 116, Armour J. Blackburn Center. ,
s .~hools and colleges should submit to the ele9tions committee the
resp,~ ctive candidates for their schools electoral prOcess by to·
day,February 10.
·
By February 21, schools must chec:k ballots for necessary corrections.
The Graduate Trustee petition deadline has been extended to 3 p.m.,

February 13, 1989.
•

'

are ' par"ticipating _as well.
''We .do not want people who are
Although different in many
aspects, each of the four organiza- pledging simply because they want to
tions · emphasizes the importance of identify with a greek organization,''
leadership, scholarship and com- said the 21-year-old junior accounting major.
munity service.
Senior Robert Lim~, a member of
According to Winselow Tucker,
president of Phi Beta Sigma, Alpha · Phi Beta Sigma, Alpha chapter, addchapter, prospective pledgees of ~is . ed that brotherhood is also an infraternity are expected to .be commit- tegral part of the Sigma program.
· ··we expect our pledgees to form
ted to these same ideals.
'' We are looking for young men some type of bond while they are on~
who are committed to the ideal s of line by successfully completing the
scholarship and service. \\1e waiit projects that we give them. It is impeoplt> \\'ho will be able to make a
positive contribution to the group.
see Greeks, page 6

By Wendy Sharpe
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Unlike most college graduates
who go to work for others, Kasim
Reed, a political -science
sophomore, knows that being an
entrepreneur is one way of landing
and keeping a good job.
Reed, 19, worked his way up
from a small lawn care service at
the age of 10, and piggy banked
his earnings from various jobs to
create a 14 karat gold jewelery
business based in Atlanta, Ga.
In 1988, six years after starting
his business, Reed gro~sea

•

In addition, compli~\~cy1 !llfJP..ber·S1
He cites that in 1984, of 9,802 full- will select one top student frqm 10
time graduate physics students in in- high ~ools in the distfict to attn~d.
stitutions of.fering doctorate degrees, · the cOhference.
The Massachusetts Institute of
only 103 were African-American.
Technology held the first two con. ., . ''Science is something that as black ferences · which attracted nearly 70
people, we seem to avoid, "Coakley students nationwide. This year about
said.'' It' s primarily because we were 100 students (18 from Howard) are
told for so long that we don't have expected 'to attend.
the S!Ilarts to do it.''
This year's organizing committee
has 'd edicated the confefence to the
.'
The conference committee wants late physicist, Dr. Ronald E. McNa.ir,
to achieve its goal of motivating who died in the space shuttle
African-Americans to higher degrees Challenger explosion.
by conducting workshops on how to
Robert Crawford, a junior physics
succeed in graduate school, having major, believes that Africanrepresentatives from various agen- Americans discourage themselves
cies, labs and industries and pro·
. see Physics, page 12
viding student presentations .

Kasim Reed:
winn.ing in the business world
First in a three part series.

Howard to host conference .for physics students
•

I

$42,000.

should be helpful, Coakley said.

.

.

Kasim Reed

"

''I began by speaking at various
ot: ·~Ult¢tioils;••he reean-s~ ''and.-1Carried that ability to have people

believe in me into a different
arena.''
This sel•f -determined man
followed the footstCps of his
father; June Reed, who operates
an insurance firm, as well as a
building maintainance company.
Through his - Ooor-to-door
salesman approach, Reed's dea11'.'_-j.._..__,.
ings thrive on the per nal touch
he extends to ensures· eerily and
trust.
His impressive c · ntele includes
''Magic'' Johnson of the L .A.
Lakers, Mark JacksOh ef the New

York Knicks and John Salley of .
the Detroit Pistons.
The Reed Group, motivated by
the thought of ''determining-your
o!YD income,'' has .th.rust "tself insee Reed, pilge 12

.-
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National group
for patent law
now on campus

•

•

By Rebecca Little
Hilltop Scaff Reporter

The founder s of the Howard
University chapter of the National
Patent Law Association do not
believe in keeping secrets. Well, not
when it comes to this lucrative and
profitable field.
Newton Edwards and Kenneth
Lee, both graduating seniors in
engineering, said they decided to start
the first undergraduate chapter of the Newton Edwards cind Kenneth Lee review a patent law case.
national organization because more are so few Af~ican-Americans prac- that people are working on."
minorities need to know about the ticing in the field .
·'
Patent law is a sub-field o~- the
opportunities it presents.
ACcording to Lee, the field is broad field of intellectual P,roperty
''It's been a well-kept secret," said ''wide open'' and can be especially law, which also involves trademarks,
Lee, who is vice-president of the beneficial for those with technical genetics and copyrights:
organizatiOn. ''People who are in it backgrounds.
.
Attorneys practicing in these fields
don't want ethers to know about it.''
''You get a chance to use engineer- · are responsible for protecting the inHoweveJj, Lee wants other ing skills and to be a lawyer _!IS. well," ventions of Scienti~t~ aitd preventing
students, minorities in particular, to Lee said. ''Patent law also gives you
know about patentJaw because there the opportunity to see new inventions see Patent, page 12

-

Friday, Feb. 10 from 10:30 -3
p.m., The Career Planning and
Placement Office will complete' its
registration process for the oncamp.us recruitment program. The
deadline for submitting the college
interview form is Feb. 17. FOr

more information, call 636-7513.

.

.

Saturday, Feb. 11 from 9:30·4
p.m.,Tom Skinner and Associates
will sponsor a leadership training
seminar entitled ''How To Invest

Your Money and How To Under-

stand the Economic System.'' The
seminar will be held in the East
Ballroom of the Blackburn
Center. Admission is $12. For
more information, contact

Michael Worsley at 529-5734.

,

Saturday, Feb. 11at1 p.m.,The •
· yearbook staff will retake Who's
Who pictures. All photos have to
be retaken. For more inform3.tion.
or ; if there are scheduling

problems,

ca\i

I

636-7870.

I

Tuesday, Feb. '14, at 6:30 p.m
The Progressive Student Movement will sponsor a speech by Dr.
~hallid Muhammad, former national spokesman for Louis

Farrakhan. ·1·he speec h, entitled
''Black ,By Popular D~mand~ .·,
will be held in the Blackburn Ballroom. Admission is free for students and $2 for others. Tickets
can be purchased at Cramton Auditorium and the Tape . Connection. For more information, c~I

289-3836.
..

.

.

' .

r

1hursday, Feb. 16 at 6:30 p.m.,

The NAACP will host a salute to
Nat Turner with speeches entitled
''Using Religion to Uplift''. The
speakers for the event are Hebrew

•

Ben-Judah and Baba El Senzenga
Kulu Zulu. The program will be

held in the Blackburn Auditorium.

'

,

1

-

'J11ere's 110 sto1Jl)i11g ~l gre~tt sttrt.
'.r

•

•

•

•
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•

"
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•
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Campus
events

'

Con1e to /Elna llav al Ho1vard llniversitv,
and 1ve· 11 introduce vou to the challenging 1vorld
of a leader in the financial services industl\:
I0:00-11:.10 a.111 'l11e Fon1n1. lllackbun 1
Student Center-Jennifer Sn1ith, A5.5istu1t Vice
1'1t~idenl . l'FSl! Clain1. vvill discuss A-:1na·s .. Cal
'lean1 .. and the challenges it faces 1vhen catas. trophe strikes.
·
11:45 a.111 - 12:15 p.111 l!eception. 111e
Gal Jen' Lounge.
12 15- 2:00 p.n1. Luncheon (by invitt. tion onlv) - llvlan 'l: Hubl1ard. Vice Pre;ident,
Pl'SD, 1vill speak on the future of the UJSUrJnce
and financial services industries.
r
') .)0 - 7:)0 P..B!: All-Student Reception,
Si:hool of llusiness and Public Adn1inistrJtion
Faculty Lounge - Hylan Hubbard will discuss
A;tna·s con1n1itn1ent to cultural diversity and our
ongoing ·relalionship with
.t
Howard Ilniversit\', .

•
•

•

•

·-
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•

•
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Sports
'

•

''I'm going to have to get used to
Hilltop Staff ReportJ:r
being a daddy. It's something n·e w,"
When most people think of Special said Thornton in referencce to his son
Olympics, they think of severely men- Ricardo Thorton, Jr . Although both
tally or physically handicapped in- Thornton and his wife are mentally
dividuals participating in such sporjs handicapped, their son does .not sufas wheelchair racing and throwing the fer the same disability.
shot put. While these activities do
When they are not busy taking care
take place, they don't make up the of ''little Ricky," the Thorntons have
whole of Special Olympics.
their hands full holding down fullIn addition to these, there are time jobs. Thornton works at the
events such as the Annual District of Martin Luther King Jr. Public
Columbia Special Olympics Basket- Library and his wife works at D.C.
ball Tournament, which has been General Hospital .
hosted bY Howard University for the
'' It' s nice,'' said Thornton of his
past three years .
. nine-year position as a library
I ,
TheJ our{lament, which took place technician.
Feb. 4 and 5 at Burr gym, featured
Thornton is part of the winning
nine participating athlrtic~ agencies SOFit basketball team that defeated
from the D. C. area, as well as the D. C . Association for Retarded
visiting special olympic athletes from Citizens' (DCARC) team Sunday, 7
Maryland',
Virginia
and to 5 in a five minute tie-breaker to
1
Pennsylvania:
win the Division I championship.
In the case of 30-year-old athlete,
Out of the 12 agencies patRicardo Thornton, his disabilities ticipating, DCARC took home two
ihave not stopped him from leading of the four division championships,
a full life. Thorton, who is a father winning both the Division III and
and has been married for two years, Division IV spots. The Division II
' has I;Jlayed basketball for the D .C. playoffs Were won by St. Benedictine
· Special Olympics Fitness (SOFit) School of the Maryland Special
'\.
Program for five years. He plays Olympics.
photo by Kevin Harris
both the position of guard and forThe D.C . Special Olympics 1s
Eagles' cooch Kennedy tolks to his playen during o break In Saturday's game against Virginia at Burr Gym. ward for the Division I te~.
see Olympics, page 8
·
•

JASON B. JokNsoN

•

Bill White:
Baseball milestone

'

-

Angela C. Allen

--

r:-/

Question:
.
What does Bill White have in
common with Jackie R6binson.
Bill Russell, Doug Williams, and
Joe Lewis?
·
Answer; Hopefully everything.
All these men, in their own way,
were trailblazers who helped bfeak

the color line in professional
sports. And if all goes well Bill
White will join that select group
and raise African-Americans from
the playing field to the front office in major league sports.
White was hired last week as the
new president of the National
League (NL) in major league

baseball . A former NL first
baseman and broadcaster for the
•
N~w York ·Yankees, he's ·been in
baseball for over 30 years. While
this is a promising sign, major
sports such as baseball should in
no way feel they have reached a
The Sharks won the championship
By Jeannie Moore
true degree of equity in their treatlast year, bot because of losses in
Hilltop Staff Reporter
ment of African-Americans.
scholarship money and the loss of
Between White ' s time and
Their eyes were intense. Their faces one of their best swimmers, the team
Jackie Robinson's emergence ·in
beamed. ''Fight! Fight! Fight!'' yell- may ha':'e to struggle to take it this ..
the major leagues, 42 years have
ed one member of the Howard year, said Howard.
gone by. And the memory of Al
University swim team, while the
The coach's primary concern is to
By Lori duTrieuille
Campanis'
rema rks abo ut • others clapped and roared aggressive- have each member of the team swim
Hilltop Staff Reporter
African-Americans being ''bred ''
ly. The Sharks were out to destroy the faster in each event.
for athletics has not faded from
Mfundishi Tolo-Naa, master of a ·
Towson State Tigers on Saturday.
'' The thing that will gauge our permemory .
variety of Asian martial art forms ,
Although the Sharks fell to the formance is how fast we swam last
And of course who can forget
has developed a system of martial
Tigers 123 to% at Burr Gymnasium , year versus how fast we swim this
our old pal Jimmy ''the Greek''
art which r~flects African culture,
their winning attitude persists as they year in the competition,'' Howard
Snyder- -(' ' What camera?!?'')
custom, apd language.
prepare for the Tri-State Champion- said.
How many old guards in profesship Feb. 17 through Feb. 19.
' 'If we swim faster in the events,
Although traditions practiced in
sional sports do they represent?
For the next rwo weeks rhe team even if we don't win the meet, we'll
martial art forms, such as Karate
•
Until more Bill Whites are conwill be working hard and getting still be sat.isfied because we've made
•
and
Taekwondci,
are
deeply
sistantly brought into leadership
plenty of rest, according to Head- progress,'' he added . .
rooted in African culture, the most
roles we can only assume that this
coach Eric Howard. ,
As part of his strategy, H oward
popul~ forms are preserved in the
attitude is not irregular.
''Toward the middle of the week i;plans ra use skilled swimmers
Asian 'cultures of Korea, Japan,
In the National Football League
we' ll start getting a lor of rest so that Gregory Sampson, Michael Houston,
Photo by Kevin Harris
and C hina.
th ere is yet to be an Africanour bodies can accumulate some Dexter Browne and Christopher
Kupigana Ngumi, a Swahili Two demonstrators exhibit African self-defense techniques at Blackburn
American in a head coaching posistrength to be able to swim a lot Gayle in various events.
term for ''the art of self-defense, •• Tuesday.
faster than we've been swimming, "
is the fifSt formal African-based
se~ Column, page 9
Howard said.
see Swim, page IS
~form of martial art.
jv,,
·'
cultural pride.
'' Kupigana Ngumi offer?. an
The well executed demonstraalternative to the martial artS for
•
tions were crisp and smooth, and
the audience was able to detect the
presence of African dance ,
history, and culture within each of
the movements.
The most symbollic of the
demonstrations was the shackledhand movement performed by
Malena Sadiki U. Mweusi. In this
exercise the hands were held as if
bound together by shackles.
''The simulation of shackles is
reminiscent of the Afro-American
slave heritage of the past and suggestive that the hands working
•
together reflect that the future of
our people lies in our ability to
'
work with each other '', said
blacks,'' said Tolo-Naa.
Tolo-Naa. .Thanks to the members of
Kupigana Ngumi challenges
Alpha 'Phi Al phi, Inc. ; Beta
physical faculties and physical
'
abilities. Classes will be offered on
Chapter, the Ho.ward community
Howard University's main campus
was enlightened with a lecture and
next week .
demonstration on Kupigana
.
Interested persons should conNgumi presented by Tolo-Naa and
a few of his students on Tuesday, · tact William Brown at 678-1170.
Tolo-Naa encouraged Howard
Feb. 7.
,
. PART-TIME, 9-MONTH, AND FULL-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE
students and all ·Afro-An\ericans
to study Kupigana Nguni. "Values
In their informative . lecture,
heavy emphasis was placed upon
which are emphasized in this form
TELLERS & CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
K;:pigana Ngumi as an alternative ' as well as most martial art forms
are necessary as weapons in order
rr ·i rtial art form designed
pholo by Kevin Harris
to cope with the stresses of being
specifically for Afro-Americans to
.'
Teacher
shows
self-defense
stance.
If you have experience in:
black in America.''
increase social awareness and

Sharks ready for finals

Martial Arts
of 1~frica
come to HU
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STUDENTS!
EARN,. LEARN ~ START
A CAREER
with
Dominion Federal
Savings
&
Loan
.
,
.

Retail Sales
Banking

Customer Service
Cash Handling

''Kupigana
Nftu.mi offers an
alternative to the
martial arts for
blacks,'' ·
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Shed weight without shedding dollars

WE OFFER:
·Part-time Hours To Fit Your Schedule At_
23 Area Locations Near You.

By Joan Woods

1

Competitive Salaries
Medical Benefits
Dental Benefits

Hilltop Staff

Salary Review In 6 Months
Tuition Reimbursement
Merit Promotions

Free Parking
Free Metro Fares To Metro Locations
Paid Training Program For Tellers/ CSR's (3days for part-time)
(Not all benefits apply to part-time)

CALL (703) 848-3200
•

'

DOMINION FEDERAL
SAVINGS
&
LOAN
ASSOCIATION
I.
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....,

7799 Leesburg Pike
Tysons Corner, VA 22043

EOE
'

Repo~ter

Today's craze is thin : thin
sto mach s, thin thighs, thin
everything!
But for those with thin wallets ,
there are area fitness programs
designed to accomodate the need to
shed a few pounds and remain on a
strict budget.
Spa Lady offers a student special
that inclu~es convenient 7 a.m . to 9
p.rri. hours and · a monthly fee of
$16.99, with a $50 down payment.
This price includes full use of the
club, which has nautilus, lifecycles,
bikes and more than 12 exercise
classes taUght by certified instructors.
Spa Lady also offers specialized
training.
The special allows students to use
other affiliated clubs1, not only in
. .. Washington and its ~urrounding
areas, but in their .o wn states as well.
Nautilus Fitness Centers offc;r a
special student discount, which includes 6:30 a.m .to 10 p.m. use Monday through Thursday; 6:30 a.m . to
9 p .m . Friday; and 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Saturday.
'
.
According to Toney Williams,
membership director for Nautilus,
the best plan for students is $249 for
one year with no renewal option. He
1

has also consented to include free
aerobics in this plan .
Howard University's weight room
is another option for students on a
strict budget. It offers free services to
enrolled students from 1 to 3 p .m .
artd 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Deborah Johnson, a Howard
University exercise instructor, warns

For those with thin
wallets, area fitness
programs accomodate the need to shed
a few pounds and
•
•
remain on a strict
budget.
'

io

Johnson \advises studen~s
work
a.t their own level, not that of the it:istructor. She also has other advice for
safe exercise.
''Listen to your body and
recognize and be co nscio us of
whether pain is from being out of
shape, or if it is a signal from your
body that . seriou s injury may
follow,''she said . ·
Johnson warns those students who
are seeking an exercise program to
tone and firm the body and not give
into frustration.
She said it usually takes six to seven
weeks for results to show. ·
At that point her response to
students would be ''you worked hard
to get to even this point and you will .
have to work even harder to get to the
point where you want to be."
Johnson stresses the usefulness of
exercise to relieve stress, as well as the
psychological and emotional benefits
of a regular fitness program.
•

Students to make sure fuil use of the
.facility, and not just ''one class or
one time use,'' is included in any exercise program.
Access to the facility at times convenient to the student's schedule
should be another prime consideration, according_to Johnson.

•'ThC intenseness and duration of
exercise releases some of the
chemicals to _help you feel better,''
she said .
The instructor said a beneficial
program makes students more relaxed and has lifetime advantages if
done regularly.
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Financial aid fiasco ·

•

•
•

Maybe the students neea to write their pwn
The medical student protest against the incompetence that typifies the Office of Finan- .booklet announcing that the current turnover
cial Aid is worthy of our attention and sup- time in prO\;eSSing simple forms is unaccep!aPle
port. Perhaps this is a sign tha• students are and inform Adrienne Price, Financial Aid
willing to take aggressive action and positive Director, and Dr. Carl Anderson, Vice Presisteps toward ending the continuous ineptitude. dent of Student Affairs, that the day is late for
·
Year after year, students turn the other passive actions toward those who work for
.
cheek as non-working, smart-mouthed, short- them.
The rest of the student body needs to follow
tempered employees and administrators make •
a million excuses as to why they have not done the lead of the medical school students and set
their job. "The com"jjliiers are down." Every a deadline for those in charge of processing
day for months? "We got a lot of late app/ica- forms. They have no problem dropping classes
tio/11'" But the ones that were turned in on time if we do not meet a p11yment deadline. And
haven't been processed yet! '1t slwuld be ready we students should have no problem with
next week. Come back then. "A lie used to keep demanding that they process all financial aid
by March 1 or give up the job to'someone who
you from strangling them.
And where is HUSA? Garfield Swaby, will.
We have every right to be upset! These adRobert Turner and tlieir staff are able to
dramatically draw attention to the needs of ministrators are cheating us! Many students·
students through their positions as student have taken out GSL's to make ends meet and
leaders. They have produced a booklet to help will have to pay this money back with interest!
.students understand the financial aid process. But when we need the money for trivialties
This booklet has not speeded up the process such as rent and food, we"hear, ''it's not ready •
any, it just identifies the problem as a student yet.''
Why not? Any answer to that question is at
one, not an administrative one.
What does this booklet tell those of us who this point a bad one. The administrators,
turned in applications in .M arch and April of pseudo-managers and lackadaisical staff need
last yeaF who have J!Ot received so much as an to be shaken up. HUSA has not only missed
the mark, they are aiming at the wrong target.
award letter?
'
Maybe there should be a booklet-instructing So whose responsibility is it? Ours.
We can not allow the future teachers,
those in the Financial Aid Office to find other
jobs if they don't intend to process our GLS's, engineers, doctors, architects, elected officials
Pell Grants and scholarships at a practical, and lawyers to starve while waiting for SOIJle
steady rate. Maybe it should be emphasized to dunderhead to come back from lunch and prothem that the job of processing forms is not cess our Pell Grants. If we don't follow the
one requiring advanced technical training and authoritative lead of the medical students, we •
will continue to be part of the problem.
that they 1are replaceable.
·

•
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Atwater is all wet

•

Letters · to ,the editor

•

•

.

The entire Howard community should be portant to have a close contact with the presi•
ashamed of our administration for their ac- dent for funding purposes. But Thaddeus
•
•
•
Stevens,
another
member
of
the
board,
is
not
tions this week. Naming Lee Atwater to the
•
•
J3·oard of Trustees disrespects aU of us and the only a Republican, but he has known Bush for
men and the stats show' that black gone on before us, to facilitate
•
~~n are more like~y to be sentenced ~>:-. chi;m~cs thjlJ. affect us as a people.
principles this school w~ 1foµnded on.
oAver fif~een years!,, $1! why_ do , V.:Y." ~~ed
to death than whites whose crime(°"
It 1s now time for us to change as
For those who .are unaware of the track
twater.
J
~
Be •aware
were comparable.
a people from a term that denotes us
It is obvious why Atwater needs Howard
record of Atwater, -the 37 year-old chairman
-- ~ hat_g_~-o~{ to you for your
as colo~, to a title that incorporates
of the Republican party most recently served University. In a statement in the February 2
cunning antf ingenious ways of car- our heritage and culture. We must be
as the campaign manager for George Bush in Wall Street Journal, Atwater declared that he
rying out your master 'plan without first to utilize
the term
To
Whom
It
May
Concern:
anyone appearing to notice what you African-American.
the past election. Among his strategies was.the will ''make the Republicans the dominant
Congratulations! AtCr decades of were up to. You even fouitd a way to
As long as we allow color to denote ,
use of Willie Horton as a symbol of lawlessness political party in this country by the end of the
trying, the fruits of your labor are make black men hate themselves and us, we also accept the negative condecade.''
in America.
finaJiy beginning to show signs of kill their brothers faster than they notations that the color term
This cannot be done without adding som}
Atwater's- use of the symbol of an Africanripeness.
would kill you. And finally, to make represents.
After
years
of
nurturing
subtle
and
African-Americans to their membersliip rolls.
sure nothing goes wrong with your
We can pay the best of homage to
~erican man raping a white woman perofien
times
blatant
discrimination
plan, you've introduced drugs, in all our great Black (African-American)
formed a sinister function as the most racist And Howard is the largest center of Africanand racism, your master plan is finaJ- forms, into the black communities leaders of the past this Africanstrategy in a national presidential campaign in . American thought in the western hemisphere.
ly showing visible signs .that are and have the users destroying their American history month by using the
the twentieth century.
' With 18 schools and colleges, the number of
working.
.
•. ·
black bodies and minds so that your correct title of African-Americans in
Your objective was to destroy the· plan can continue even when you're
Atwater is also the protegee of Senator highly trained, sophisticated · Africanour daily speaking, and in the
black race by placing hardships and not there to help . My only question writings of our papers and
Strom Thurmond, a Republican senator from American students found on our campus canhavoc on ~he black male. You now to you is, what happens when the assignments.
u
.
South Carolina, who has made no attempts to not be matched.
have statistics to prove th.a t your plan black man finds out?
The Rev. Jesse Jackson should be
We can . only look at the shameful footdisguise his attitudes toward Africanis working. You can look to medical
commended for his public use of the ,
shuffling
of
our
leaders
and
be
disgraced.
Dr.
Americans. This is the same Strom Thurmond
journals to see that black males have Charlie M. Bell, Jr.
term, African-American, along with
the lowest life expecta11cy among any Senior-Sch. of Business
who was one of the founders of the States Joe McCormick of the Department of Political
the other ' great leaders who · have
group in the poj,ulation.
openly accepted and used the title.
Rights party in the early 1940s, .a party that Science refers to the dilemma that President
You can ° look at educational
We are the . future leaders,
opposed every piece of civil rights legislation Cheek finds himself in as the, "Booker T.
reports to see that college enrollment
therefore, let from amon·gst us be
that was proposed on a national level.
Washington syndrome. James E. Cheek is' a
for black males is steadily declining
brothers and sisters who take the lead
This is the same Strom Thurmond that tried modern day Washington, an accomodaalthough the number graduating Black
to
to promote the proper term of us as
everything in his power to prevent the passage tionist. ''
from high school has .been increasing. , Af ,
,
a people: African-American.
Your eyes can sparkle with
ncan;Amer1can
Remember the great revolutions of
This is a part of the problem of being an
of the birthday of Dr. Martin-Luther King Jr.
knowledge that the unemDloyrnent
the mind starts on college campuses.
as a national holiday. Thurmond went to such African-American college president. Cheek
rateamong young black maJes is more
Enjoy this month, and get to know
e)\tremes as to filibuster on the floor of the must bring in certain types of people to acthan - twice as high as their white
As we enter into the observance of as much of your history as possible.
cumulate political influence, and he has done · counterparts. But you can take even what
Senate for hours to prevent a vote.
has been termed Black History
And now his prize pupil sits on theB oard an excellent job of keeping federal money complore pleasure in the fact that U.S. Month, it is imperative as students, Lionel Hamin, second year masters
prisons are over_flowing with black like the many of students that have student.
,
olTrustees of our university. There have been ing into the school. But in adding devious peoa number of speculations as to why it was ple such as Atwater to the board, he does not
deemed necessary to put this man in a posi- help the condit[ons of our people.
tion at the front of our school.
We need to unify as a student body and
Some feel that since there is a Republican 11_1ake our opinions of Atwater' felt. Let's get
adffilmstration in the White House, it is im- rid of Atwater before his chair gets warm.

Barry on wrong course
Mayor Marion Barry has a very serious pro,blem. He has lost control of the city. Budget
·deficits, drugs, murder and bureucracy have .
taken over and damaged Barry'.s credibility
and his ability to govern effectively.
Barry has battled the district's
socioeconomic problems for the last ten years
and the quality of life in D.C. has dramatically
declined. The district lias more AfricanAmericans with college de~ees than any other
city in the country, and its school systems are
the laughing stock of the nation. Although this
is not solely Barry's fault, he has contributed
nothing but pathetically impotent leadership
to the situation.
What good is another summit on violence
going to do? We need to concentrate on im' proving the. socioeconomic conditions that
provide the environment for violence. We need
action and not rhetoric.
• And Barry's past is one of deeds. His
association with the Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee and Pride, Inc. was
,• . during a time when African-Americans needed effective, responsible 1eaaerswp Lu ~iuuwci
I
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Managing Editor
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Advertising Manager

the talents of oppressed people into productive channels.
·
We need the same type of leadership today.
The incarceration rate of African-American
males in the district is higher than that in South
Africa! But Barry seems too busy in court, explaining his connections to crack dealers, to
do anything about the children falling dead in
the street.
It has been well publicized that our government, through efforts such as COINTELPRO,
has publically harassed and debased our
leaders. Men such as Marcus Garvey, Martin
Luther King, Malcolm X , and Paul Robeson
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as though they were ·p ublic·.e.nemies because
of their desire to he1p our people.
But when did this stop? Do we have sufficient proof that this is not what is happening
now? The facts must be looked at before we
can answer that question.
. We can look at the facts and see that the
·District is in big trouble and we ' will need
stronger leadership from Barry.
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Serious music
·4errick L. Payne
Jazz music: an honest expression
of' African-Americans and their ex-

pei"iences in this country. At its
highest form, it conveys the complete
ranS;e of emotions we have experienced. It describes our joys, frustrations, anger, anxieties and dreams.
l The jazz artist is at once a teacher,
a j>oet, and a common man, using his

or her individual style to explain the
feelings in his or her heart. ·The jazz
masters are capable of using their instruments as paintbrushes and their

microphones as canvasses, painting a
slice of life that everyone can put
themself into.

Having said this, I feel that it is

necessary to comment on the
homogenization of our music. ArtiSts
such as David Sanborn, Kenny G.
and Michael Franks and their pop instrumental style cannot through any
stretch
of. the imagination be labeled
.
1azz.
Duke Ellington used to say that ·it
reall.yserves no purpose to classify
music into categories such as pop and
rock and soul; in the end, there are
only two kinds of music, good and
bad .
And this is true . This is not meant
to disparage the music of the stated
artists or the tastes of those who enjoy this type of music. Indeed, I enjoy all of these artists and many
others. They are creative and skilled
musicians whose abilities cannot be
denied .
But it' s not jazz. We can stretch
our imaginations to cB.11 it ''Jazz

light,'' but a quick scan of any Ken:.
ny G. tape should let you know that
the man doesn't have a jazz lick in
his body. Our art form remains ours
because of its relationship ,to the
blues and gospel music that is . its
parent.
Artists such as Miles Davis, John
Coltrane, and Thelonious Monk
were able to transfer their experiences
growing up in black families and living within black communities onto
vinyl, and the results are mesmerizing . This is what gives Jazz its energy and seperates it from the music of
Spyro Gyra and the YellowJackets.
Our jazz is a precious gift . We
should not allow it to beconie a· great
''American'' music form. To do so,
in my opinion, would result in the
loss of a part of our culture and our
history. It would not take long before
the geilius of a Charlie Parker of the
wizadry of a Bud Powell would be
forgotten.
In most instances, the music that
we call jazz exists despite, and not because.of, America. Why should they
be allowed to claim it as their own
creation?
Our jazz, blues and gospel music
is a pure, passionate reflection of us
:ind our times. We are responsible for
supporting it, recording it, and using
it as a record of our past. We will all
lose out if we don't hold on to it.
From Big Joe Turner to Wynton
Marsalis·, we have to strive to understand and respect our jazz musicians
and their works.

The writer is a senior in the Col·
lege_ of Liberal Arts and editorial editor
o; · The Hilltop.
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The human carnage. 372 people;
lost their lives in the District of
Columbia, a relatively small city,
last year, a vast majority of them
'"African-American males. Four
people died of gunshot wounds in
the entire nation of England last
year.
The value of Black life in this city and all across the country has
virtually disappeared . .We are kill"ing each other off like roaches and
nobotly ·seems to know why. As
Public Enemy stated,''it's Armageddon in full effect, go and
get a late pass.''
·
The reasons are many, but what
it all comes down to is that Black
males are specifically programmed for self-destruction by this
society. Until there is fundamental revolution in the minds of our
people, in which they transform
their self-hatred into positive efforts to collectively improve their
condition, this human carnage will
continue to escalate. But when all
the anger, hate and frustration
built up from over 400 years of op-.
pression is finally redirected away
fronf self and towards the enemy,
it will be a sad day for whitesupremacy and a great day for
Africa.
And white America, at least
those who wield power within it,
is well aware of this. That day approached briefly dµring the 1960s.
In Watts (1965], Newark and
Detroit (1967],.and in D.C. (1968],
to name just a few of the places.
Black folks were burning down
America, venting just a whiff of
their a~cumulated rage.
The Black Panthers, the Nation
of Islam and many other African
liberation groups were spreading
across the nation, posing a larger
and larger threat to the dominance
of white supremacy. Leaders such
as Malcolm X and Martin Luther
King, Jr., were calling out
America for what it was. Before
it wa ~ over, hundreds and
thousa nds of U .S. military troops
had ·to be called to wage urban
warfare on oµr people.
But what happened? The U.S.
government launched a massive,
secret cam_p~_ign agft,ins1.t.t!J.e Black
movement; · now known as
COINTELPRO
(Counterintelligence Program).
Mali:olm X, Martin Luther King.

•

j

•

'

•

Jr., Medgar Evers and many
other~ were killed; and those militant Black leaders who were not
killed were constantly jailed and
harassed.
An avalanche of cheap heroin
was unleashed into our communities to lull our people to
sleep. All the Negroes who were
willing to sell their people for a
lousy government job were given
ample opportunity to do so. The
African- American revolution was
harassed, drugged, jailed, killed
and bought off. All this occured
at a time when the material conditions of·those living in America's
Black ghettos were actually much
better than they are today.
To redirect all of that rage,
America launched a very powerful
and successful media effort to program Black males for selfdestruction. On TV, in the movies,
everywh~re. ·African-Americans
1
were aiid are giveri massive doses
of the ''.Superfly'' image of the
Black male; ·in-Which he t>As seen
as a violence-prone ghetto ganster,
abusing women. and ~illing on

'
impulse.
crack, to the exclusion of anything
This image has become so perelse.
suasive that the current generation
Public Enemy's rap and video,
of African-American youth has
''Night of the Living Baseheads, ''
never really known any other.
clearly illustrates this point.
When added together, the absence
So now the powder keg has exof any sutcessful revolutionary
ploded. The value of Black life in
organization to redirect "the
America has declined oui of exnegative energies currently taking
istence and we are killing' ourselves
the.form of Black self-hatred, the
off at a genocidal rate. The jails
violent media image of the Black
and prisons are filled many times
male and the gross injustice and
beyond caphcity but no amount of
lack of opportunity which
police could stop it, because the
characterizes Black inner-city life,
Black male is programmed for
you are left with an extremely
self-destruction.
volatile and deadly reality.
But all is not hopeless. AfricanBut the final spark which set off
Americans are beginning to realize
this current wave of self-genocide . that their real enemy is not the
was the introduction of crack cobrother standing across the street,
caine in our communities. Just the
but the white man in the fop floor
sheer amounts of money to be
of the downtown high-rise. And
made in the crack trade would be
when the masses of African peoenough to induce a great amount
ple come to this realization,
of killing. But crack is a drug
America will have some real pro-rhi~ll. ,;,. d.~iig~ed to dest1~¥ ~ll . pJe!Ils .Q~ .iti hands. 400 years
vestiges of rati6naliiy in th~lit}il\ct -·· worth~' ' . . . '-' J .
·
• ·:
of its user. lea.Ying hirii. in 'a moral:· -::: ;::"·· :'"" ::
.
- .... ... !
ly blind state in which all of his
thoughts and actions center
The writer is a sophomore in the
Rro11nd the RCq\1istlon of more
College of liberal Arts
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Affirmative action no ·helping harid

- 'J"

.

James Herring
•

The ''N' word
1
nigger, · I had

or

•

permission to floor

them .
Growing up in an elementary
school where blacks were represented
by one per grade. I felt was my duty
Yesterday, I was on the shuttle bus to teach the little white children what
and UyQ sisters were sitting in front
my people were all about .
o f me talking when one turned and
Now, with embarassment, I feel
said to the other, ''Girl, niggers are that I must once again speak out..
so stupid . " Immediately, I froze.
When is the last time you referred to
Had. the woman been white, I someone as a ''nigger'' and they got
wouldj have felt compelled to Inake
mad at jyou?
sure tllat she never referred to my
The fact that we don't get inp,e ople as ''niggers'' on public
furiated at the sound of that word
ltansportation, in the presence of an · says something terrible about us.
African-American, or in private ever
If we don't realize the degradation
again. The use of the word ''nigger''
in the word, we will inevitably reach
is not be taken lightly.
the point where it doesn't matter who
The belief that ''nigger'' has difsays it. Whites will begin calling us
ferent connotations when used by
nigger openly .again (instead of
blacks is one
the most absurd lies
behind our backs) and we won't even
we tell ourselves.
notice.
1
When we refer to ourselves as
Brothefs and Sisters, a communi''niggers,'' we are unconsciously ac- ty of ''Niggers'' will never progress.
cepting the negative stereotypes that
We were not niggers in mother Africa
were once handed to us. The first
and we are not niggers now .
criteria for maintaining a ''nigger''
You can always hear black woman
identity is to be devoid of dignity and
say things like: ''This is my nigger
self-respect.
Mike," ''Girl, niggers ain ' t n~
If you try to visualize a ''nigger,"
good,'' or ''Nigger, please you don't
what kind of images do you perceive?
know anything. "
~
Are you a''nigger''? Was Harriet
But aontrary to rumors , you are
" Tubman? Frederick Douglass? Marnot now and never have been
tin Luther King Jr.? Malcolm X?
anybody's nigger!
Your grandmother?
~
Have you ever heard Chinese peo ~
Well, my grandmother wasn't, nor pie call each other Chinks? Or a
was my mother. I am not, and neither Jewish woman say ''Girl these
are you!
A very well-meaning
Hymies are so dumb?'' No? There is
white person once told me that in his
a reason for this.
•
opinion, ''There are black people and
Basically, these racial and ethnic
there are niggers.''
grOups find these terms offensive and
We cannot allow ourselves to be refuse to .allow them to be used by
fragmented i~ this way.
anyone under any circumstances.
Only a person who is oblivious to
Respect yourself. You are bigger
the magnificence of his race will than a ''nigger,'' whatever that is.
allow someone, black or whitC, to Call out the next person that you hear
refer to him as nigger. Some of us will
using the word. And be insulted, no
even answer to the word.
·
matter where you hear it coming
When I was a child I was taught to
from.
despise the word, and to feel pity for
the ignorarnt who used it. It was not
The.writer is a junior in the School of
my name, ahd if someone called me Business and Public Administration.

Kathy Orr
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Is it possible for members of the
Afro-American community to obtain
a positive effect from the Supreme
Court's Anti-Affirmative Action
decision? In a nutshell., what was the
6 to 3 ruling .about?
On January 29, 1989, the conservative majority of the Supreme Court
ruled that local and state govern.meats cannot set aside government
contracts for minority firms. No city or state administration can legally
expect to undertake a project with the
intention of setting aside a portion of
the business to minority-owned
firms.
What has not been discussed, in
large and small circles concerning the
Anti-Affirmative Action case, is the
major positive result stemming from
the decision. Almost to everyone, this
court ruling has been a denial of opportunity, a slap in the face and a
blatantly
notorious betrayal.
,

'.

BUt to all of the members of the
black community, this opinion frorii
the Reagan court should motivate
and invigorate us further to succeed
in corporate America. Any illusion
that was once held is now dispelled.
It is quite true that some of the
great black businesses of our day got
their start from similar allocations of
state and local government money.
But wjth,the dawning of the Bush era
[and it might juSt be an era the way
the Democra'ts keep winning
presidential elections] the blaCk man
and woman who wish to start their
own business will have to do it the
old-fashion way. They will have to
borrow funds the conventional way
and articulate their snazzy sounding
business plans just like all the rest of
white corporate America.
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor and
the rest of the court said that the
racial playing field has been made
level. In her sense, that may be true.
But in most instances, that observation is false. It has to be, considering our Population is deprived socially and economically. The rilost hor-

I

rifying illustration lies in the fact that
one-third o f '' us' ' live below the
$11,000·a· year poverty line. But, all
things considered , we still have to
submit that lowest bid and we still
have to perform in the shortest possible time period.
What the Supreme Court has done
was to remove all prospective crutches for blacks. No more can certain
firms walk idly .o nto the scene and _
unaggressively sit back and watch the
bidding process unfold before them,
knowing in .the back of their minds
that they will get a portion of certain
projeCts.
What is wrong with this? Do these
inclinations help you in the long run?
Do they promote that special work
ethic that will command the owner of
the firm to "do the job right the first
time' ' because he does not know
where that next contract will come
from? No . Most ' emphatically no.
What the laws of this nature do is
promote
complacency
and
shiftlessness.
If - a certain percentage of
businesses were guaranteed to an in-

dividual, wOuld there be anything t6
motivate the slightest iota of aggressiveness in this person? Certainly not. Thinking .strategically and
brainstorming requires energy and
lots of effort.
If you noticed the repeated use of
words
like
aggressiveness, com• •
I
•
pet1t1veness, perserverance, motivation anti steadfastness, there is a
reason for this. The Supreme Court
struck down a law that does not promote these shining qualities in our ·
people- the black men and wOmen
who will own the 'next generation of
successful companies.
Frankly, if the Supreme Court was
not so preoccupied with living up to
the full meaning of the wretched
word conservative, I do not think the
six justices would have struck down
the Richmond ordinance. But since
they did, the Afro-American community should take time out and send
them all a nice thank-YQ.u note.

•

I

The writer is a .'\opf/pmOre in the
School o;· tJusiness ~ and Public
Administration
•

_lnt.e rnational law: The best option
travel and CQmmercial arrangements .
Modern li·fe would be intolerabe
,without practical rule and regulations
that provide a reliable basis for all
types of international undertakings.
But still, perhaps, there is an issue
In last year's campaign Democrat- underneath the confusion about the
ic candidate Michael Dukakis argued relevance of international law. Yes,
that the rule of international law can we expect our rivals to stand by their
be extended to all phases of govern- treaty commitments, including the
mental a~tion, inc.Iuding overseas U.N. Charter. Yes, we need a deoperations. The crux ofthe·argument pendable everyday framework of law
is about whether an American lead- for the conduct of complex affairs .
er should be freed of the constraints But what is left open is whether we
of law in the hurly-burly of interna- need or desire our political leaders to
tional politics.
obey international law on matters of
On one level the argument against , vital importance--fighting terro11ism,
law is ab~urd. The most vigorous crit- intervening ' in ·'Marxist-Leninist
ics of legalism in foreign policy are governments, or countering Soviet
among those who scream most loud- provocation.
ly when the slightest evidence of
It is assumed that upholding interSoviet treaty violations is discerned. " national ·taw would mean no invasion
Such an attitud,C is based on the be· of Grenada, no assistance to the Conlief that a foreign government that tras and other groups seeking to overdoesn't uphold international law is throw !~ft-wing regunes [the so-called
not eligible to participate in world Reagan Doctrine] and no b£mbing of
affairs. ·
I.;ibyan leader Moammar Kha<laffi's
Also relevant is the wide range of home base in Tripoli as was done in
practical relations across national April 1986. .
boundaries--from postal exchans;e to
Subjecting foreign policy to inter-

Richard Falk

•

national law means essentially tion has g~nerally failed · for .those
eliminating discretion by a governthat rely up<;>n it. It is self-defeating
ment le;> use force in situations other
under current world conditions. This
than self-defense [for one's own
is what American,s should have
country or that of aQ ally]. Is it helplearned in the course of a decade in
ful or harmful to have a political
Vietnam, and relearned in Central
leadership pledged to uphold the rule America. The invasion of Grenada
of law in aspects of foreign policy?
''workM. ''
The old assumptions stressed the
' A main political truth of these last
need for freedom of action to pursue
decades of the centurY.is that military
national interests in a variety of cirsuperiority cannot often be translatcumstances. To forgo a military oped into political control. The forces
tion meant to lose control over areas
of nationalism are mobilized for
of economic and diplomatic
resistance in all parts of the world
influence.
and seem able to defeat even superiThe legal challenge to this conven- .or forces of intervention.
tional wisdom is beginning to be
The issue is a critical one for the
mounted, yet it remains weak. The
future . of this country and possibly
main argument is that we need to resfor the wider prospect of a peaceful
trict our own military options if we world. As we come closer to the end
are to avoid World War II. The U .N •. of tt:tis century, the need· for a lawCharter based its premise on this ordered world . hl;lS ~grown,.
conviction, and nothing has yet disIf we could strengthen respect for
proved such political wisdom. By international law in war /peace situsuch commitments, pressure can be ations, we could be more hopeful
brought to bear against those who about surviving the 21st century.
stretch or rupture legal restraints, as
the Soviets did when they entered Af_'f!Je writer is a professor of Inter·
ghanistan nine years ago .
national Law and Practice Ill
But more that this, the military op. Prinreton University.
I
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ff O Ward to leave Liberal Arts advisory departinenl
~et

By Michael Malone
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Science Department.
_students
accepted to various law
- One of the reasons Howard recom- schools ' ·
..
A s !"loward
leaves ~ne pos1t1on, .
mehCled Thornton was his tenure at
Liberal Afts students may be sur- Howard and his general experience she gains another as director of her
prised to learn that Vernice Howard interacting with students .
will vacate her job as director of ad'' It' s very important that the tran- new iraduating seniors program.
visors at the end of the spring sition between directors be a smooth
''Before computers I was able to
semester.
one, because this is a very important help students fill that two-to-three
Howard has been counseling position that affe:cts a large majority month void before graduation,
students since she arrived at the of students at Howard," stated because I had their files in hand.
universitY in - 1961, and has . been Howard, who co mpleted her With the installations of computers
director of th,e department for the undergraduate studies at Virgini a I don 't knoW l_\ntil graduation time
past two decades.
who gets diplomas and who
State University .
doesn't,' ' Howard said. ''Small
Howard has recommended Dr.
things like library fines have caused
Alvin Thorton, vice-chairman of the
Student reaction to her move has problems. Sometimes seniors don't
Political Science pepartmen~ and been generally positive.
know until iraduation that they need
director of undergraduate studies, to • ''I think it's a good move. We to take a class from Freshman year.
succeed her in the upcoming fall welcome changes. We need up-to- With this new program I hope to
semester.
date techniques that would better alleviate'these problems. ''
Thornton
graduated
from faci litate our growing enrollment
Howard would also like to see
Morehouse College with a bachelor' s here,'' sa id Darrel• Smith, a more students give back ~ to the
in political science and receiv~d his sophomore history major from Naw universitv .
doctorate from Howard .
Jersey. ''Too many times in the past
''I feel good about the new posi- we lose ou r black students !0 frustra ·'I wo\1ld like students to maintain
tion, it gives me a chance t? e~pand tion during their registration pro- their interest ;n Howard long after
in a field I have been working 1n fo~ cess.''
graduation ceremonies are over.
several years in this department, '
'' I am sad Mrs. Howard has decid- When they become successfu"l in their
said Thornton.
ed to step down , but am happy wi~h fields to remember that it all started
· the appointment o f Or. Thornton, "
here at Howard . I have graduated
He stated that he would retain his said senior James Wright. ''I. had him thousands of students and only ·a
faculty status, thereby enabling him for a law course last semester and he small percentage remember to help
to still have a vote within th~ Political really has 'tried har~ to help his those behind them,'' Howard stated.

•

Physics

contjnued from page 2

co nlinued from page 2

people within the Republican Part y
towards fund raising for H oward's
benefit.''
Atwater added that once he is settled in his new position as RNC chairman, he would be iriterested in
teaching classes in campa'i gn
Students are not majoring in 1J1a11agement.
physics because ''it doesn't offer in''The Willie Horton issue was a
stant success,''said Jason Michael , a
prime example of negative campaign19-year-old senior. However, he in- / ing," said Althea T.L. Simmons,
sists that once physicS students obtain chief lobbyist and director of the
doctorates, their possibilities are
Washington bureau of the National
limitless. .
Association fo r the Advancement of
Junior Curtis Turner thinks the Colored People.
most important part of the con''Willie Horton iniected 1 hP.
. ference is the creation of a ''network ste reotype of black males raping
of black physics students.
white females, and 1 am certain that
it was known that this would be the
''The conference lets you know effect that he \vould have," Simmons
that you're not wasting your time
said.•• h'l
1 e s·1mmons w1·11not d.1rect Iy a1with an obscure major, '' Turner said.
''When I tell people. that I' nl a . tribute the promoting of Willie Hortbn wit h Lee Atwater, Alvin Thorphysics studen~. their 'eYebrows rise
and they look at you different ton, associate professor of politi cal
ly,"Tumer said . ''In fact, one person
science at Howard does.
told me that I must be extremely
''There is no doubt that as Bush's
campaign manager, all sti:ategie~ ussmart or extremely stupid.
•
from the sciences at an early age.
''People are called nerds when they
want to study math and physics. In
the black community, When someone
excels, others tend to put them
down, '' Crawford said.

Lond<Sil School of Economics
and Political Science
A c hance to study and live in Lond on

•

The problems Thornton- says he
will address quickly are those of
declining Afri~an.:American enrollassistance of Dean Winters and Vernice Howard, we plan to decrease the
amount of withdrawals. ·rhe black
male is a d~lining breed on college
campuses across America; at Howard
I plan to attack this dilemma.''
Thornton, subsequently, would
like to increase the amount of internships available to students, and expressed interest in augmenting existing study-abroad programs.
''It is very important ih today's
society that black students become
well rounded," he Said .

Thornton said that a successor to
his positi?n has not been chosen yet
and that Jt woul~ be determined by
a departmental vote.
Howard said she is awaiting im. pll?mentation of this new program in
the fall of 1989. Howard will remain
at. t~e universit~ for two more years
to insure her progra.'11 begins and
continues well after he1· retirement .

HUS A
•

•

continUed ,from page 2

"Working with the

I
NAACP~as

•

''

I.

·Eckington Elementary School, cor-

responding secretary for COBIS Society and coordinator for . the .
NAACP Regional Convention.
She said that those positions have
helped her to handle projects,
manage accounts and deal with the

,.

public.

''I'm very dedicated to bringing
president has allowed me to see w
much can actually be done with 11 ...le about improvement and serving peoor no resources and a lot of effort;•• ple to enhance social and political
awareness," White said.
'
White said.
White also takes credit for securThe·team sW.d that with an unlimited amount of resources available to ing free housing for resident and
HUSA, many of their goals can be " graduate
assistants and organizing the August
achieved.
'
''Zenobia and I are really going to 1987 March on Washington for
work. If you want someone to make Howard
great changes for Howard, then we students.
'' I was very pleased with both the
are the people," Morton said.
Morton, who is secretary of the assistantship contracts and the
Alpha Sweethearts, the auxiliary to march . We had approximately 200
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., students participate in the march and
and a member of the Political Science later registered over 300 people in the
Human Society and Philadelphia . D.C. Community to vote through the
Club, said she is confident about her · Voter Registration Projec"t ,'' she
said .
leadership abilities .
She concluded: ••we·· get the job
''It's not so much what I have been
in, but what I have done in these or- dOne . When we later speak of our
g3nizations, '' Morton said. ''I have qualifications.and track records, then
dOne a lot to bring about change." the'student body will see that we real~
White has served as resident assis- ly have and will continue to work
tant in the Tubman Quadrangle for hard to make improvements for the
twp years, a . tutor for Gage- betterment of Howard.''

Greeks

Atwater

•

''RetentiOn -is a major problem
t d t
. h h
among oµr s u en s, wit t e
ment and retention.
-- - ·

1

ed in the campaign are directly atHoward University Student
tributed to him [Atwater],'' said Association president, Garfield
Thorton.
Swaby, said he has been receiving
''The Willie Horton commercial negative feedback from students con• \Vas an oversimplified appeal to racist cerning Atwater' s nomination .
continued from page 2
instincts, and the extent to which At- · ''I know a ' lot. of people are
water was ass6ciated with those ap- angered by his appointment because ---------·~·----- ~
peals is totally unacceptable,'' he of the Willie Horton episode in the
added .
presidential campaign,'' Swaby said.
''We encourage all int erested '
'' If the university is just thinking
''Considering 65 percent of our , young women to come chec~ 1 us out,
about fiscal enhancement then it was budget comes from the government, and see what we are about, ad~ed
a wise move, but that has to be it may be a plus to have him on the Dannet.te Mo!ltag_ue, a . senior
weighed against the integrity of the board,, Swaby added .
mechanical eng1neer.1ng maJor, and
black community and the mission of
'
member of Zeta Phi Beta.
Howard, " Thorton said.
When asked how the Atwater
The Sigma Gamma Rho sorority is
A~cording .to Thorton, any figure ·nomiqation might reflect on the perhaps the smallest of the campus
that 1 s.~merg1ng from a c?ntroversy morale of' the Howard community, sororities. The pledge line for this.
wher~. ~he black community felt put Swaby responded, ''The majority of semsester is being handled by its
upon 1s reason fo~ c~ncern. ~ut h.e the board members are pfobably rich graduate chapter advisor, Patricia
can also s7e the logic 1n the un1vers1- millionaires who probably have in- Chappelle.
ty's appointment.
vestments in South Africa. So having
According to Che\ppelle, although
''I think the descison reflects the Atwater on the board won't make a the sorority is small in comparison to·
political approach to higher educa- difference in morale. ''
other campus sororities, it is ·a
tion , the one that says you have to
Dani~l Goodwiil, 'undergraduate po,sitive force .
.
'.
1
.have people on the board that are student trustee believes that students
Our first -focus ts education, then
well . placed an~ have .access to ex- should take a' •• wait and see'' ap- _community service. The sisterhood is ·
ecut1ve power, .he srud. .
.
proach with Atwater.
·
lea.~ne~ as one goes along . .
Carlt o n Alexis, executive vice
'' If Atwater' s appointment can in
With regard to our pledging propre.sident for the u.n!versity, also anyway generate more funds towards cess, we have a policy of. risk 1!1anagebelieves ~h at t~e i:J~J1t1cal clout At- H oward and keep more people in ment. There are c~rta1n things we
~ater ~r1~gs ~1th him to th~ b~ard school in the way of financial aid, ca~not .do t~ the 11!1e. We do not
1s a chief reason for the non11nat1on. then it's definitly worth it,•• Good- believe 1n ha.zing, which.prob.ably ac''We o ften need people that can win said . ''But if we simply overlook counts for our popularity with a lot
cal l up 1600 Pennsylvania Ave ., and the fact that he speared the cam- of people,'.' sai~ Chappelle.
. .
actually ,~ave . the. r .tione get paign, then we will be doing a diserJ:Iazing IS defined as . ar.i~ 3;Ct1Vlty
answ" ed, .., Alµ.1 s said.;. ... , ,.. vice to him and to Howard.''
.which causes extreme hum1!1at1on, or
''I \Qas as d.isgusted with the Willie
Goodwin c.dded that if Atwater's involves excessive physical abuse (e.g.
Horten aff~r,,~s I believe 7ver.y IUic~pointment did not reflect the best extreme. fatigue). Gr~k ~rgani~tions
person was. But th~ elec!1on 1s ov~r, interests of the university, then he r~sP?ns1ble for eng~ging tn haz1n~ acwe have a new president 1n the White should be''removed just as with any t1v1t1es are at the risk of s u ~pens1on.
House and we should give Atwater a other board member.••
To the dismay of many students,
chance," Alexis added.
the following greek organizations

have been suspended from activities
at Howard: Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc . and_ Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.
According to Barry Tho mpson, a
member of Omega Psi Phi, lhe
fraternity is expected to return to !he
yard in December of 1991 .
'' I feel sorry for those brothers
who are -i nterested in pledging aiid are
missing thai oppOrtiin1t}'. Hilt unt·o-r- ·
tunately , we won't be back On the
yard until the end of 1991, '' said
Thompson, who was one of the last
Omegas to pledge during the spring
semester of 1986.
Although Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. has not been officially
suspended, it will not be participating
in this semester's pledge period.
''We are not paricipating in ple~ge
activities this semest!!r; however, ,we
will probably be pledging next
spring,'' said LaTece Swint, member
of Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Those greeks that are Pfrt icipating
in this semester's pledge )leriod are
sensitive to the problems' that their
fe llow greek organizations are
experiencing . .
According to Gary Hall , president
of the Pan Hellenic Council, this is
a sad time for the"' whole "of
''greekdom .''
''With the suspension of so many
of the greek organizations, there is a
lack of constructive competition with
regard to community service.''
'' I am hoping that the council will
be able to establish ways in which we
can enhance greekdom, '' said Hall .

Junio r-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas, OneY~ar Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities in
the Social Sciences.

•

The wide range of subjects includes:Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Business Studies • Economics • Econometrics •
Economic Hi.story • European Studies • Geography •
Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial
Relations • International H1:;tory • International Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning • Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration •
Social Anthropology • Soci?I Planning in Developing
"Gountries • Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
•
Systems Analysis •
I

Rewarding Volunteer Spirit'. • •

•

"

Applic ation forms from .
Admissions l'leg1stra1 . l'loom 10, LS E..
Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, England ,

staling whethe r under9<a<1unte 01 p oslgradua1e

PRESENTED BY GENERAL MOO'ORS
& GMAC FINANCIAL SERVICES

•

LSE ...
· ----

, IN ASSOCIATION WITH

•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

••

For those students who distinguish themselves by their campus and/ or community
volunteer service, .we proudly present the "GM Spirit A ward"
•

•
General Motors and GMAC Financial Services are pleased to be associated with
your campus "GM Spirit Award," an award dedicated to recognize and reward the
spirit of student volunteers within your university community. Three students from
your campus will be named as "GM Spirit Award" recipients: Each shall receive :

I'

•
"

•

•

Does your exam have a crush 0 11 you? If so,
kiss your fears goodbye with the b~st test prep
anywhere Stanley H. Kaplan.
l ~<i r 11' '; 1rl y :1() yC'; 11 o.:;. <>l11tl,_,11l s l1 ;1v\· l11V('<I

K<.1µl ;111"s ! ~st l .: 1kill !~ lt:LI 11 liljUe~ ; i ll lll l'.LILJC<- llilil lil l

•

3 shares of GM stock (GM Common, GM Class H, and GM Class E)

•
•
•

A mounted certificate of recognition
A special on-campus presentation ceremony and reception
Campus and hometown media exposure

'

If you, or someone you know is a volunteer, please nominate them (or yourself) to
be considered for the "GM Spirit Award" by completing an application form now
available at:

programs.
OtJr cou rses have increased the confidence of
over 0ne rnillio n st udenls boosting their scoring
power on the SAT, LSAT. GMAT. MCAT, GRE, NTE,
CPA and o lhe rs.
So say, "Kaplan, be my test prep:· You just might
get a Valentine from someone special- like the
school of your choice.

•

•

OFF1CE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM I 17

BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CEN1ER, 636-7000
DEADLINE DATE: FEBRUARY 17, 1989
GM encourages you to be a volunteer!

'

I
I I

•

KAPLAN

'>lflNI f Y t t

1I( IN . I ( c JM I 'I ·1·1:. w1·1·1I

~

I( API

AN I I~ AllONAI Cl Nl!R 11 1)

•

KA I 'I J\N s·1·t JI >t =. N·1· I \I : 1JN I:

Call Days, Evenings, or Weekends
244-1456
Washlngton,D.C.

352-TEST
Fairfax ·

770-3444
White Flint

'
~General Motors.;~sharing your future"
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Are you interested in Student Government?
. How about the issues facing
. Howard University . students? ,

;

•

•

•

••

'·

•

.

'

''

'

'

The 1989 GENERAL AssEMbly ElEcTioNs CoMMiTTEE invites you to come hear the '
future ''decision makers'' of .Howard University at the first speakout of the year!
Where: TubMAN OuAdRANGLE, MoNdAy, FEbRUARY 1 JTk AT 7pM •
.Ask questions, GET INVOLVED!!!
'
FuTURE SpEAkouT DATES:
Thursday, February 16, Meridian Hill
Wednesday, February 22, -Slowe Hall

.

•

•

•

'

.

ALL SPEAKOUTS WILL BEGIN AT 7~00pM!!!!!
•

.

. POLLWORKERS NEEDED!!!

••

We need students to work the _polls for the elections which will be held
on Wednesday, March 1, and for run-qffs, Wednesday, March 8th .
Compensation and lunch will be· ,provided!!!!!
.
Training Mandatory. u
Sign up in Room 116 Blackburn Center.

•

'

.

.

•

.
resp~ctive

.

Schools should submit to the elections committee the
candidates for their school's
electoral process by February 1Oth .
',

'

I

•

'

THAT IS TODAY!!!

.

l'

'

February 21 , _schools must check ballots for necessary corrections .
.
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All interested applicants for Editor-in'
. . Chief
.
.
and Business Manager should submit their application before 5pm, February 17th in the ·
Office of Student Activities (Room 117,
Blackburn Center).
.

The Editor-in-Chief

::

.

\

-Supervises a multi-level staff
-Manages facilities _
-Produces THE HILLTOP
-Develops yearly budget
· -Serves on HILLTOP -Board
·-Receives annual stipend
I

•

'

:•

.

..

•

1

I --. -

'

'

•

·The Business

M~nager

•

0

•

•

_

•

i

.

-Provi.des financial reports
-Maintains fiscal records
~Accounts for all
. income/ expenditures
·
-Assists Editor in fiscal policy
·-Receives annual stipend .
l

•

•

i
1
.S .

,

Don't miss the interest,ineeting Thursday;
· · , February 9~ at 5:00 p.m. Office of Student
Activities. All interestediapplicants should
'
attend.
•
·
•,
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•'

championship status.
''Unless everyone pulls together
and cheers for everyone else, and
gives 155 percent, we're not going to
do it,'' Sampson said.

·s wim
'
·'

Dexter Browne, a leading scorer on .

designed to allow all of the athlC.tCs
the chance to participate in a sport
which is on a level with their ability .
For instance, the basketball tourna·
ment features players divided into
four divisions. Division IV is for
those with the least 'developed skills
and division I for the most
developed .

• For those athletes who cannot ful·
ly master the ga:me of basketball there
are other le~ competitive events, such
as the speed dribble, target pass, spot

i

•

-

i
i•

· Howard University's

.

•

>

TAKE-CHARGE.
,

WANTED:

•

Highly qualified students
to Take Charge of their
college education.

-

•

.

Apply for the Navy's Baccalaureate .
Degree Completion Program (BDCP)·

*

J

Ea'.rt:1 over $1,200 per mo11th anytime ·
during your final 2 years_ip college

·

i

90 quarter hours

- Enrolled
or accepted into
•
a 4 Jyear college .or
.'
,.
university
I

CALL IMMEDIATELY
aoo-!;4a-2s30

•

i

1

1621-7636:

•.•

.

NAVY OFFICER

:

You are the Navy.

•:•

.

A receptioniwill·follow in the Hilltop Lounge. :

Sponsored by: BISS Records Inc.

.....................................l
·--~ ----

>

ati ·

,

•

TO QUALIFY:
- 19-2Q- years of age
- GPA Qf 3.0 or better
- Compteted 60 semester h~urs

f

'.

helping the athletes get ready for the
tournament.
''Last semester in P.reparation, we
ran them through drills like passing,
dribbling and shooting,'' said Davis.
•
According to Greenwood, athlete's
who take part in the Special Olympics gain ''a sense of self-confidence'' ·
Despite their disabilities, ''they can :
still take part . . . in normal ac·
tivities. ' '
<
What does Greenwood enjoy the
most about being a Special Olympics
volunteer?. . ''Just seeinR them hap·
py! '.
. .

.---'-- ----------=--'-'-'-------'--.--~

i
i•

!Diamond Light Productions presents ai
•
tSupertatent Showcase of the Stars.· All:
istudents are wel.come to ci'udition fort
'
ithis 8 week competition. Winners in the!
:various catagories will win prizes that:
African-American Ambassadors discuss the
Impact of Black Americans on American irange from record contracts,, videos and
Foreign Policy.
ta chance to appear on Amateur Night+
.
:at the Apollo Theatre, NYC. We are also:
DON'T MISS THIS IMPORTANT
:acceptirig applications for stage mgr~,
PROGRAM
:assistants, dancers and soun d techn1-:
Place: Blackburn Center, Au·ditorium
:cians. For info/auditions conta~t l,JS

Date: February 15, 1989
Time: 1:OOpm

Members of the fraternity, Donald
Greenwood, Nathaniel Davis and
J4_an Ande"rson, de'voted their time to

:

Student .Amateur Star
· Search 1989

•

-

University of the Di-strict of Colum- ·
bia, served as scorekeepCrs and
timekeepers and he1ped with
/
refreshments.

of the university's department of
physical education and recreation.
''It's a win situation for the comm·
munity and Howard University.'' ·
Banks said that the Special Olympics provides a vital outlet for thC
athletes.
•
Johnson, who once wor)\ed with
''Too many times in their lifesty1e
the Special Olympics as the individual they don't get too many things to feel
·skills director, said that her greatest good about. Winning is universal. It
satisfaction canie from ''seeing the transcends mental retardation," said
progress that some -of the athletes Banks.
' .
have made or are making ·and being
,
able to give back to someone else ...' ' H In 3dddithion to volundteers from
- ·
·
owar , t ere were stu ents f ram
The faculty, staff and student · · other schools in the District.
volunteers. at How_a rd feel that in· Members of1Kappa Alpha Psi Fratervolvemen; ~th the Special Olympic$ nity, Inc., Beta Kappa chapter at the

•

THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
PRESENCE IN U.S.
FOREIGN POLICY
A FORUM

L

is good for Howard.
''It provides an opportunity for
our students to get involved with
working with mentally retarded people,'' said Marshall Banks, chainnan

•
•
iDiamond Light Productionsi
•i
•
presents
. .
i

•

The Association of Black
American 'Ambassadors
presents

!"

continued .from page J

''Lead·l!_P team basketball is
. almost like having the game - of
bilSketball, broken down into parts
because these athletes cannot handle
the full concept of the game of
.b~sketball, '' according to Deborah
, Johnson, an instructor in the Howard
UQiversity Department of Physical
education.

·····'!••••++••······················1
•

The Department of .History
&·

shot, the !()..meter dribble and lead·
•
up team basketball.

Olympics

the team, said that winning the
the championship depends on the
quality of the team's performance.
''It doesn't matter how many
In the championship, the team will
' be going against the College of swimmers we have, it's how many
Charleston of South • Carolina; good swimmers we have,''
Loyola College of Maryland; and · ·coach Howard and the team are
· Fairmont State College of West going into the championship
Virginia, which finished third in the with an optimistic attitude.
''If we go out and do the best
championship last year.
According to Howard, these three that we can do, then the championschools have a number of proficient ship can fall our way,'' he said.
Howard expects the Sharks to be
swimmers · and will give his team a
one of the top three teams . He also ·
hard .way to go.
Gregory Sampson, the Sharks' expects the team to do well in most
captain, said that last year was _ of the relays, the butterfly, breast
a good year fo i:_the team, but th_~t it stroke , back stroke and the 1500 free
has to unite in order to maintain its ~ style.
continued from page. 3
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You 'areTumorrow. ·
p,, ; d for by the D.C. Council of the Navy League
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is proud to p'resent the bri,lliant,internationa·lly known
pi a n is t, for ·one ·Concert on Iy .,...
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Andrew Rankin Memoria~ Chapel
on Thursday, February 23rd at 7:30pm for one show only!
Advanced tickets are on sale at Cramton Auditorium Box: Office.
Mr. Bates "rill be appearing in the

•

'
•

General admission is $15
,

,

'.

·'

••
•

•
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channels would also help speed things

Column
.contlnu~ !ro~

tion, or ~for that matter, a respectable
head office f)bsition . Commissioner
Pete Rozelle has reportedly been trying to .force changes among the
owners, but so far to no avail .
Perhaps Rozelle should try deny~
ing national network television
.cover~ge to those teams who have
repea~e~ly discriminated ~gainst
m1nor1t1es .
Perhaps canceling the rights of
these teams to deal with cable sports

•

••

··-

•

-

.

-

Nursing stu-

Fr..,rt from "69

CARNIVAL €RUISE
'Mpd_,,..
._..,.,.

·-

JacVlr•'fl-'

p
._,,_._
IC)',
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PriwrllhmD '
C.. lbr prlcH . _

•

CAMU OPPOftiUNmH
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1.bo ftom $6811
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plus

&.J ... ol ~£

Fin o ' " ""0EA
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Be there when Kollosal ,t\ffairs.
and Hot l 00 ·welcome
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BAHAMAS
R. I a•oderdala c
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MEXICO 7 NIGHTS
Acapulco ~ J3:411
Pu.rb V....,. from 13411
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SPRING BREAK 1989

NURSE
SCl-Kl.ARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

along. These suggestions may seem
harsh to some, but it is obvious th~~
this snail's pace will continue until ,
radical measures, that hurt the wallet
of the owners, ar~ enacted.
- While heat should be kept on the
owners, African-Americans who play
in these sports should remember the
old saying that God helps those who
he_!p themselves.
Whefi an opening occurs in their
organization, the African-American
players should put organized pressure
on the owners to see if a qualified
minority can fit that position, and if
so hire him.
·

1
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1f you think getting a job in the

' r~a1

••

'M:lrld' sounds dult , think again.

From Amsterdam to Zurich , Moscow to Madrid , Pan Am Flight Attendants call the
'M:lrld their home.
If you 're at least 20 years old, love to travel and enjoy helping people, this is your
opportunity to land one of the most sought after positions in the Airline Industry.
You must be ready to relocate. Ability,to speak a foreign language is a big plus.

~"" · ~

Ci>.LM C fla<llri5T

Hl./l"f'><l'117'/f>

..

A~ Tilb 51!"~·Pfloel.A1 ,.,cO ~
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Como to Pan Am'•

~OPEN
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DEf'lA>JO

HOUSE

&lrnE"&OV'!i

~

Ramada Inn at Tyson's Corner
7801 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA
Saturday, Feb 11, 10am-4pm

l l"lf'ICOP"fG"LYp
DCJfol'T 81.Amc TH€
C'o.qc.~ IT•!;, iJOT

Saturday, Feb. 11., 1989
7:30 and 11 :30 p.m.
at The Warner Theatre

EXPECT MORE FRONt YOUR CAREER

-

For more infor_mation
call 626-1 050 or 4133-7300
Tickets ·on sale at Cramton Auditorium
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SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Special.S.Um.me-Jr1linugrams'.J'.Jc
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Parson1 In Paris

June lo-August 14

Pain/ on :he Lett Bank,

e~ plore prehistoric ca~s 1n the Detdogne.

\llsit the

mas1erp•eces oi renaissance art 1n Tuscany. Courses include painting, drawing,
art histor 'I and the libe ral arts. Students may choose to spend the last !'M'.l
weeks of the program 1n 1he Dordogne or Coriona, Italy

•

..

L

Photogn1phy In Perts June 30-July 31

,

Study both the aesthe!1cs and the cralt of pholoQraphy 1n Che city tllat has in·
spired great Qhorographers for 150 years. Guest'tecturers and visits to Parisian
galleries supplement the curriculum .

•

Fashion In Paris

Study the history and contemporary :rends of French lasht0n design thro.igh
visits to Pa11sia:'l museums and cwurne collect1ons. Guest lecturers and visits
to design studios and retail outle!s a1e part r:J the prog ram. as are daily dasses
1n tastuon iflt.l stration.

•

,

June 30-July 31

History of Architecture and DecOt111Ne A 1ts In Paris June 30-July 31
Offered in collaboration With the renowned Mu
des Arts Decorat!fs. this program focuses on the history r:J French architecture and European decora!iYe
arts. E)(Cursions to points outside r:J Paris are included: last summer. s!udent5
visited 'JersaiUes. Vaux le Vicomte and Fonca1ne~eau

•

see

'

.

-

Modem Paris June 30-July 31
Combinin9 arch~ectural histor ~

with drawing, this program tocuseson the dev~opment of Paris in the modern p<3riod (1830 co the present).

Paleolithic Art •nd Archaeology of the Oordogne -1.uly 30-August 13
Daily class sessions near the !IJ'Nn of Les Eyz1es de Tayac. •n southwestern
France, are d~ed to lectures and guided visits to the areas ramous and less
.....el·known pretiisroric caves. living sites, and archaeological excavations.

' I
.

.•

1

.

.

1

.

.

History or Architecture in ttaly June 29-July 28
The archrtectural heritage Of Italy is studied in Rome, Fklrence and Ven.ce.

Graduation probably represe11ts the end of a race well run.
But with every company telling you how bright your future is; how
do you decide where to start your career?
To begin, you'll have to ask the right questions.
What are the entry-level jobs for someone with your major? How
well will you be trained? Will you be pigeonholed, or will you have a
chance to explore diverse career opportunities?
The Travelers, a $50 billion insurance and financial services leader,
offers positions in insurance, finance, actuariaj, management, data processing and much more. We have great training to start with, and vari~d
career paths to pursue as you develop your skills.
So, now that you're finished, why not start with The Travelers . ..
and begin the real race?
We'll be on Campus Wednesday, March 8th and Thursday, March
9th. To schedule an interview, you must sign up by Wednesday, February
15th.
.

,

whe1e on· site presenlalions are made by Parsons faculty

Hletory of .t.rct-ltecture and Decorative Arts tn Greet Britain
INiy &-August 7
This four-v.eek cur ncutum . co..erir'lg the years 16Q0.1900. 1s ollered 1n London.
with several excurs·ons to nearby towns and country houses.

•

Graphic Design In Japan

July lo.August 10
Design students and prdessionals will disco..er the ~ement d Japanese ad·
ven1sing and graphic design through 'M)fkshoP._S. seminars and presentations
by internationally kncmn designers. Studio. ~m and gallef)' visits suppie.

so&ces. 1n the tradn1onal arts. d

ment the curriculum . which emphaSIZes the
much contemporary Japanese design.
•

'

i'

'

I Pllreons In l8t9el July 22-August 18

.

Olfe\ed 1n collaboration with Jerusalem's Beza!~ Academy d Ans and Design.
the program provides an in-depth introduction to ma)Or sites of historical importance. 10 the rud iments ct archaeological pract ice and to tech niques d artistic
representation.

l_

'

Pareons In West Africa

•
•

'

All programs include round tnp airfare. accommodatiOns and land transfers.
Academic credit is availa~e to qual1hed students. For more 1nlormatior;i. please
r~urn the coupon or call

'

'

•

•

July 8-August 2 and Al:lgust 5-28

Wo rkshops 1n c eramics and fibers w1ll 1n1roduce students to artists and an•sans
on severa: Ivory Coast villages. where these crat:s c an be studied 1n \her ong•·
nal contc>.; .-. photography cu rriculum examines techniques OI documentot1on
and rep:. .:i·~ , .. . regions al great natural beauty and cu~ural di~ty. The history pl/.' ·:.f:: • . 1 and archrtecture also is ollered. Add1tronal stud y in Mali may
be Ilk·, , ,,;; a separate option. or as a coo~nuation d the Ivory CoaSI program.

-

TheTraveler$J

•

'

•

•

-

(212) 741·8975

---------------------------

You're better off under the UmbreUa ~"

Parsons School of Design
Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10011

•

Please send information about:

D
D
D
O

Parsons in Paris
Photograph)- in Paris
Fashion in Paris
Architecture & Decorative
Arts in Paris
!J Modern Paris

0 Paleolithic Art
0 Architecture in Italy
D Architecture in Great Britain
D Gr8;ihic Design In Japan
0 Parsons in Israel
D Parsons In West Africa

'

.

-

Addres• ---------~,.----'-------..,.~·:.__

•

•

City -~------ State - - - - - - Zip _ __
The Travek!rs Companies, Hartford, Connecticut 06183.

•

.

.

.

Aft Equal Opportunity Employer.

•
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Simpson,
Williams
discuss
entertainment
industry
•

•

•

-
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~

photo by Keith l,ndbetter

Donnie Simpson ond Vanessa Williams at a program sponsored by minority stvclents at Georgetown University.

-

By Theodore M. Snead
and Stacey L. Craddolph
Hilltop Staff Reporters

J\ frican-American entertainers experien ce many hard s hips and
proble'ms other. entertainers do not
fa~e! accord ing to singer Vanessa-"
W1ll13:ms. and media personality
Donnie Simpson.

r

·lished previouSiy-taken niide photos
of her.
'~They (African-Americans) were
By Grace Ralney
i~g the -NAACP Image Award for
ed d h
best female artist. He said her accep- there When I ne e t em. I went tQ.
Hilltop Staff RepOrter
People and Life magazines to tell my
taiiCC Speech caused his eyes to swell side of the story but they only wantwith tears. (Williams said she want- ed to write sc8.ndalous stories, only The Fine Art's Department of
ed to thank the African-American Ebony and Jet wanted to hear what Drama's fust children's theatre
production since 1985, ''Tales,
community for sticking behind her I had to say.''
throughout her career.)
Bad times did not stop Williams Tales and More Tales, tomes to
Celebrities often deny their origin, from accomplishing her goal to be an Cramton Auditorium Feb. 10 3.nd
11.
according to Simpson. ''Too many entertainer. ''I'm a figher, I wouldn't
·
The play, written and directed ·
black acts forget their black support- be here if I lw asn't: I come from good
by Prof.. Kelsey E·. Collie, is a co~
ers, an~ they are in for a ru~e .. stock.''
lection of narratives from Ameriawakening.'' He said many
Williams, a natfve of Millwood,
can, African and West Indian
African-American artists attempt to N.Y., has been exposed to music all
cultures.
crossover from the r'hythm and blues of her Jife. Both of her parents are
Sandr'a Foucard, a musical
to the pop charts in their quest for music instructors.
•
monetary gain.
theatre major featured in the
Although 1 there are negative
As children, Williams and her
production, said she found chilaspects within the music industry, brother Chris, a senior at Geor-..- dren's theatre more challenging.
there are some ,positive and praise- getown, were instructed to play a mu''It's not as simple to perform
worthy aspects. Simpson said - Wil- sical instr.u ment until they graduated
as we think,'' said Foucard.
Iiams is an artist whom people should from high school. Williams chose the
Collie, wrote the play in
respect.
·
·
french horn, and her brother played
collaboration with Virginia Artist
''When you talk of role models, 'the oboe. ·
and Karen Jackson. The play is
Vanessa is definitely that, and there
Williams said she enjo"ys being a
described as humorous, serious
is no question about it,'' Simpson singer and an actress, but emphasized
and scary and with moral messaid.
she likes dancing the most. ••1 startsages, as described by i~
Williarns said that she is very ed dancing in the first grade. Then,
playwright.
grateful to have the faithful support I started choregraphing in the fourth
Roscoe Reddix, a junior majorfrom the African-American.commu- grade. Dancing is my first love.''
irig in children's theatre and an asnity. Williams was forced . to relinsistant dir~tor, said the reason he
quish her Miss America crown in
see Tales, page 12
1985 after Pentho.use magazine pub- See G'town, page i2

the university's Center of .Minority
Student Affairs in his speech, Simpson congratulated Williams on receiv-

'

· At a lecture Sunday at Georgetown ot·ten takes the label off of, a record
University's Intercultural Center, before he even listens to it.
Simpson said life in the music indus11
1 don't play politics with music;
try for African-Americans is full of
ol?._stacles - the most common, dis- . i! it is goOd, I'll play it,'' he said.
crimination.
~ Simpson pointed out Bobby Brown!s
Simpson addressed the political hit, ''My Perogative," as an examaspects of music and. the common ob- ple. ''It was number one on the ~lac~
stacle of discrimination . The Black charts three months ago, now 1ts f1·
Entertainment Television host and nally number one in the nation.
WKYS-FM 93 disc jockey said he · During the program sponsored by

'

'Tales' to take
_Cramton stage

I

·

-

!

'

Fliers s.p ur student-run businesses
By Sharon Peek

I

Hilltop Staff Rcporti;"r

•

Studepts have seen the fliers all
over campus; advertisements for all
types of services from typing to nail
design, . Many are posted by Howard
students who provide such · services
for a small fee .
' 'Rose Express ' ' is one of the business advenised on the many fliers located orl campus. The delivery service
is conducted by three students: Rond y Griffin, William Wilson and Ken
Hall . Ttiey promise hand delivery of
their roses to any Howard Universit y dormitory for Valentine's Day.
Griffin and Wilson are students in
t he S~hool of Business and Public
Admini stration ·and know the value
o f good advertisement. They expect
t he fliers that they've distributed to
enhance their enterprise. Griffin said
'' foi; every 1000 fliers, we expect 50
orders. " '
The three entrepreneurs posted
their flier s in -most ·of the dorms located on campus two days before
they opened on Feb . 1. As a result,
their opening day was their best in the
three years they' ve been in business
according to William Wilson.
The Rose Express fliers were
pro fessionally designed. Wilson believes that a professional image will
' 'promote student entrepreneurship
and a consciousness of AfricanAmerican business 1n the communit y.' '

Students advertise their businesses with fliers on dormitory walls.
Rondy Griffin runs ''Nouveau
Art,'' a framed poster art business,
in addition to ''Rose Express.'' Nouveau Art has been in existence for
two years . Griffin uses fliers to advertise the business also and beli'eves
that the fliers have helped Nouveau
Art' s success. Griffin said, ''I try to
advertise in all schools, the fliers can
do that for me.''
Both Nouveau Art and Rose Express are located in the Armour ,J.
Blackburn Center. The businesses

will. be'conducted untif Fe1i.- i4.

In ''The· Fly II~'' (Lee Richardsonl~ inrp1c'5 th~ transformation. ''The Fly II'' opens in area theot1es today.

'

''Elegante Nail'' is a service t\lal
you may have seen promoted on fliers in Bethune Hall. Veronica Watkiris has only rel.::ently begun
advertising her nail design busness.
She hopes that the fliers that she's
posted in and around Bethune will
help her business.
Watkins has been doing manicures
and nail tips for over
10 years
and she has apprenticed at beauty
salons in her hometown of Atlanta.

•

'

•

Win

•

A,/bum review

~=~~~~~

•

•

'CK' feels
for you

•

A Winner ·

By Claude Houseworth

-~

l

Hilltop Staff Reporter

It has been more than 10 years
since rhythm and blues singer Chaka Khan left the group Rufus, and
now Khan is flying on her own with
her new album, ''C K."
This brings Chaka to the mid '80s
when her career skyrocketed in 1984
with the Prince-penned ''I Feel for
You.'' And now Ch aka has created
• a tnew album ''C K'' which proves
that she can still get by with help
from friends.
'' C K' ' is diverse and seems to
please everyone from the laid back
jazz fan s to the Rufus-style R & B
fan s and even ''new power'' fans .
The album's first side begins with a
solid remake of Stevie Wonder's
''Signed, Sealed and Delivered.;' The
remake is very reminiscient of the
original and Khan even J:ias Wonder
playing the harmoriica On the album.
It is followed by ''Soul Talking,'' a

'

Chaka Khan

'

Prince. Imagine: Prince writing a rap
song written by Brenda Russel with
song about a lady trying to kick the
Bobby Mcferrin and .Russel singing
background voice. Khan could have · alcohol habit, Khan singing it and
Miles Davis doing a trumpet solo.
done better with toning done on her
own background and letting McferSide Two is the roots side. It berin and Russel sing a little tune.
gins with an old standard ''The End
of a Love Affair . '' This song is suThe rest of side one is a Prince
. perb and Khan does a great job doing
showcase. ''Electricity'' was done by
it. So grCat that it is all over the raSheeoo Easton in 1986 . .than teams
dio and .most people don't even know
. up with David Frank of the System
to sing this Prince contribution. The
it's her. Very similar to this classic is
next song worth noting is
''I'll Be Around'' which has much of .
''Sticky Wicked'' is a song written by
the same quali_ties of ••Love Affair.,,-·

'Platitudes' -examines two writers
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Trey Ellis ' first novel, Platitudes,
introduces readers to an en~lave of
African -America that has rarely been
acknowledged in literature.
The novel centers around two main
characters. One, Dewayne Wellington (a young revolutionary) whose
published works have only appeared
manuscript form in artsy
1 in
bookstores. The other, Ishee Ayam
is a well·published and critically acclaimed feminist whose literature
focuses
on
southern
rural
African-America.
Dewayne asks for criticism of his
work, in which he weaves a shallow
and sexist coming-of-age tale abOct
Earle, a 16-year-old nerd who attends
a predominantly white prep school
a'.nd lives for the PSAT, private fantasies, and the summers he Spends at
computer camp.

'I

I

His female peers are beautiful
young women whci frequeil.t night
clubs, sniff coke and indulge in the
promiscuity of the pre-AIDS
generation.
These women are seemingly
shallow and carefree, except
Dorothy, a scholarship recipient who
leaves parties early to work in hCr
mother's business in Harlem.
Ishee is furious when she reads the
first installment of Deway.ne's novel
and rewrites it in the tradition of the
old south; She replaces EarlC's
friends, two trouble making computer whizzes Donald and Andy,
with barefoot Cornbread and
Bassmouth.

sweet youngster atSpelman College.
Earle and Dorothy become roman-

••n

DFflC&AL
1. IO PUICKAIE •CUSAIY TO EITEi Dlt Cl Atlll
PllZE. To enlef, mail a 3'xs· or 4'x6· b&w or color {no slides) photo depicting a
dare trom the OARE game.together wi1hyour pri nted name/address on a3' xs· card
• !o: IAIE "rl11 .... C1ut111, P.O...11515, W.1$1rt, CT llAI.
Photo must bethe 0<iginal work of entrant and not have beenpublished or publicly
displayed. Ore entry pef envelope. All entries mus! be received by 311/89. 2.
Entries w~I be iue!Oed. from among all eligibleentries received. on or about 311189.
by PMC. an independent judging agency. on the basis ct originality (0-30 points).
re~nce 10 the OARE game (D-40 points), corrposi!ion (0-20 points). photographic techniQue (0-10 points). I. Three prizes litill be awar~. Each will be a
Spring Break triptor 4consisting ot air travel in continental USA from major airpor1
t loses,t to winners· residences, hotel lor 5 nights. and related expenses up to a
maximum retail value o1 $.5,000. Winners must sign and return an Affidavit of
Eligibility and Liability/Publicity Release \andwinners' travel companions, a Travel/

•

Publicity Release) within 5 days o1 notification or prize awards will be void. No
substitution or transter of prtres. One prize per !amity. 4. Contest open only to
U.S. resie!ellts, 18 or older at time ol l!fltry, except employees (and their 1amHfes )
ct Parker Brothers. its affiliates, subsidiaries. agencies. and prolessiGnal photographers. Void where prOhibited. Taxes are lhe sole responsibility or the
winners. Nol responsible for illeligible, damaged. IOSI. rate. misdirected mail. or
retu1ned prize notifications. EntJies beCOm! property ol sponsOI wilh all rightS.
including the rigllt to edit. publiSh and use an~ photo wi_thoutfurther considera·
!ion°' payment to the contestant No correspondence. telephone ca!IS or other
inquiries about entries will be ente<ed in!o. nor will photos be.acknowledged or
returned. By submittinganl!fllry. you accept and ag1ee to be bound bY these rules
and all clecisions ol the judges. Which are tinal. I. To obtain winners list, send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope by 3/1189 to: OARE Winners. P.O. Box
2925, Saugatllci! Station, Wes1por1. CT 06880.
.
'
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1 LATITUDES

•

WHEN YOU BUY A DL·7 CAMERA

WHEN YOU BUY 3 ROLLS OF. FUJI FILM

IUY a Fu~ OL·7 camera between Jan. 1. 1989and Dec. 31 , 1989. Reciuest
must be received by Jan. 30, 1990.
RECEIVE a S3.00 rebate In the mail.
IE~D 1) THIS completed rebate certificate ANO 2) your dated cash
register receipt with the price paid circled PLUS 3) !ht! UPC eode from
package.

IUY 3 packages of Fulicolor Film, 24 or 36 exposures between Jan. 1,
1989 and Dec. 31 , 19tl9. Request must be received by Jan. 31 , 1990.

MAIL TO: Fuji DL·7Rtbalo Otter P.O. Bo1117YoungAmerlca,

MN 55399
•

Name-- - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - -

RECEIVEa$1 .50 rebate lo the mail. Maximum rebate is three (3) rebates

[>&r family. address, org.anization or location.
SEND 1) THIS completed reblhl t11Uliwdtt ANO 2) your daled cash
register receipt with the price~ circled PLUS 3) the UPC panels from
each of !he 3 packageS of Fuji Fiim, 24 or 36 e~ures with the words
•Manufactured !or the U.SA • Your rebate 1s based on proofs;:>!·
1
purchases sent at one time.

MAIL TO: Fill Film $1.IO Rtllltt Olltr P.O. lox 1171
bl1mazoo, ltl .fllD:I 5171

"'
'-- ''""---------- ------c;;"'---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - """'' - - - - - - - - - - - - -""-----'

""""-- - - - - - - - - -

.

Dorothy becomes the child of a
w·hite college professor who seduced
Dorothy's mother when she was a

1

.

~-

Retha Powers

•

Just send us a photo of your most outrageous dare from .the fun,
·new DARE game. Your dare may win you ...
One of three •989
Spring BreakVacations
lor , lour worth Ss,ooo!
.I
•

•

. , ..•• . .
,

~

c.:>«11 .. • u ••• >t.l

see Platitudes, page 12
I

t

"""'------ - - - - - - - z;'• - - - - - -

'

Pl FUE IOTE THEIE ADDmONAL WIMS FOR IOTH 0FFERl:1) Offef

l)OOd only inthe U.S.A. 2) Rebate good only on 1ormats indicated herein. 3) Proots- Stale
. Zip - ------- - - ol1."!1chase may not be metl\anicall~ reproduced and rrust act00113ny ~'request. 4) Offer void Whefe taxed, prohibited or DltlerWise restrieted. 5) E"-'loyees Of
Fu Ji Photo Film U.S.A. . Inc., distribu!~. wholesalers and retailers o1 Fuji Film and Cameras are.not eligible for this oiler. 6) Film otter good only on FuJicolof 24 OI"
36 exposure lilm tor amateur use. C~ial users are not eligible. 7) Fuji is not respon$ible !or lost. late or misdirected mail. 8) Please allow up to 60 days for delfnry.
•

•

I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

I

•

•
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A student's guide to a successful ,day of romance
I

Valentine's Day seen as commercial effort

Cuisine can make the evening"

'

By Miriam Machado-Luces

Yr
" uld try to get there early,
• Hilltop Staff Reporter
(befL
, 1.m.) because there is usually a wait.
I
Valentine's Day is just a few days
EL BODEGON is located at 1637
away and with that in mind, The R St. N.W. and it is i traditional
Hilltop suggests a few special places Spanish restaurant.
in the area to lunch, munch, or isk
This one ranks highly in all the
your valentine, "Will you be mine?'' qualities, because the atmosphere is
All of these places have one of interesting with flamenco dancers
three qualities that make them a good and there are certain items on the
palce for a Feb. 14 rendezvous.
menu that are not too expensive.
The atmosphere means it's not too
However, you could still spend
ritzy, but it isn't Blimpies either.
some cash if you want to try some
Next there's style, which pertains 9panish 'specialties.
to the entertainment value of the
place.
AMC Union Station 9
Finally, there's the class which,
First St . and Massachusetts Ave NE.
essentially, is a measure of the
842-3751
amount of cash you will need to enjoy yoruself.
WoRkiNG
Cial
1:50, 4:40.
7 :30,
Ten eateries are rated by one or
more of these qualities and of course,
· The food is very good. The Si)eCial- 1o:OO.Sat/S1.1n 11 :20, l :50. 4:40. 7:30. 10:00
by the food they serve.
ty is paella, a mixture of rice, 1 DiaTy RoTTEN ScouNdail 1:40, 4:20, 7:10,
• FISH,; WINGS and TINGS is vegetables, seafood and chicken. Call 9:50. Sot/Sun 11,20. 1:40, 4:20, 7:10. 9:50
located on 18th Street N.W. between to find out when the dancers start if TI.1 Accid[lljTAl TouaisT 1:40, 7:00, 9:40,
Columbia Road and Florida Avenue you are interested in .the show. Sot/Sun 11:00. 1:40. 7:00, 9:40
in Adams-Morgan.
, 667-1710
ThREE FuqiTiv1.s 2:1 0, 4:50, 7:40. 10:10
' Specializing in Jamaican food, this
BISTRO FRANCAIS 1s 1n Sot/Sun 11:40, 2:10, 4:50, 7:40: 10:10
place rates high in both the at- Georgetown at 3128 M St. N.w. and Thi NAktd CUfll 1:30, 4: 10. 7:00, 9:40 ,
mosphere and the style. The food is if you don't already recognize it in \ So1/Sun.1.1,10. 1:30. 4:10 7:00. 9:40
.
·
HER
Al1b1
l
:30,
4:30,
6:50,
9:30
Sot/Sun
fantastic and that' s on consistent
See Food, pag~ 12
11 :OO, 1:30. 4:30. 6:50, 9:30
basis.

By Andrea Moorhead
Hilltop S1aft Reporter

Cupid will be very busy on Tues-day, Feb. 14, shooting arrows across
the nation to celebrate Valentine's
Day.
Although arrows hurt, the wound
will be far from painful because it
will leave a ''mark of love, affection,
o r friendship," said sophomore
finance major, Garret McCray .
Kim Mayhorn, sophomore civil
engineering student from Hou ston,
Texas said, ''So many times you
don't, have an opportunity to reaffirm that friendship or Jove relation-) Love is in the oir on the campus
ship.' '
But, Valentine•s Day allows one to
''reaffirm'' these special relationships
by perhaps buying a gift for that loved one.
''I would get a nice red balloon
marked with a Valentine heart and
flowers,'' said Langford Madray, a
freshman voice major from Trinidad.
However, sophomore Shallott
Wilson, arts administration majo r
said , ''Instead of buying a gift, a
cre~t ive form of expressing one's lo\'e
or appreciation would be better."
'' I enjoy unique gifts. I would ap·
..
preciate a homemade card with ...... •.
original poetry or a list of everything
t that has made our relationship
_,~ work," she said.
• And perhaps another Valentine
gift idea is to spend an entire funfilled evening with that special person
"" "
said Umaar Hassan, a senior in the
<·:.;!1
School of Communications major
.....
from Indianapolis, Indiana .
''I would rent a hotel room and ' A couple feels cupid's arrows strike.
'
-:

,.

-

as Valentine's Day·drows near.
have a candlelight dinner, champagne

on. hold, a soft notes tape and just sit
back with my mate and reflect on the
good things about the relationsjtip.
''These are the moments that you

remember, and make you able to endure the bad
However,
shouldn~t go
day. Rather,

times in life," he said .
McCray said people
overboard for this one
everyone should sli.ow

they care for others all of the time.
Senior Lisa Clar, a television production major from Queens, New
York agreed and also said Valentine's
Day is just a bunch of ''hoop-la. ' 1
''It shouldn't be a big deal. I really think business people are just out
to make money," she said.
But has this day been commercialized too much? Do we fall prey
to buying chocolates, roses and
var.ious gifts to impress or show our
love for another person every year?
''It'saloldfhype. It'sjustanother
example of ho..y materialistic and
shallow our society is," said junior
Toni D. Blackman, broadcast producti0n major from Pittsburgh,

a

TAp 2:00, 5:00, 7 :40. 10: 15. Sat/Sun 11 :40,

By Marea Battle
February ' is the month for
romance.
You'll take your sweetheart out to
an expensive dinner at an intimate
bistro, exchange vows of love over
candlelight and hand her a red, heartshaped box of assorted chocolates,
uncannily similiar tot.he ones you've
given her for the past five years?
''Oh honey! What a suprise,"
s he'll exclaim with a forced
smile, ''You shouldn't have."
To avoid this annual dull scenario,
she should be suprised with a not-sotraditional Valenti"ne's: Day gift, or a
traditional gift presented to her in an
innovative way.
Key's Floral shop, 4055 Grant St.
N.E. offers the traditional roses, ot
which there is a six-rose minimum for
$18:
However, a oot so tradii:ional item
this store offers are small bags of potpourr~ af{~ed with a Valentine's Day
heart.
·rAccording to Ellen Key, tftC pot-

-

I

1-

Reporter~

Hilltop Staff

' M c...2ray agreed and said that
advert'isers and business owners just
see Valentine's Day as an opportunity
to mak.e more mon.ey off of ''love.':
Besides, what about those people
' who don't have that ''special love''
"'";;.,. in their lives, yet?
''I think it makes some people feel
a little bad or lonely when they don't
get anything from someone on V3ien•
_.,; · ~ tine's . L>~y '. ' Wilson said.
1 advised students to love
Blackman
themselves instead •..'of getting
'
•
''hyped'' about .1aving special love.
•
.~
- ''When you love yourself, then you
can love someone else. First, just love
'
-~
~ ,
Photos bj Shellece J, E•rf6 yourself, because you are tile real
Students sit on the yard and enjoy the blissful feeling of a two-some.
ValentiQe,.'' . she said.

-

•

By Diana Carter
Hilltop Staff Reporter •

•

St. Valentine' s Day is time of the
year that lovers look forward to .
After a fabulous eVening out on
the to.wn celebrating the day that
Cllpid set aside for you and just
before ihe evening really starts to
take off, don't forget to use your
condom sense.
The student council of the College of Medicine, in conjunction
with "'represe11tatives of various
heaJth organizations will be spoflsoring .a free condom giveawax. in
the Blackburn Center from 11 a.m
· to 2 p.m.
.
Rej:iresentatives from the
Whitman-Walker Clinic, Pla'.nned
Parenthood, DC Public Schools,
Howard University Medical Alumni and Project S.A: V :E:(Students
for AIDS Viius Education) are ex·
pected tc;i be at the event.
Dr. Carolyn Goode, health
educator from the Women's Clinic,
said· the purpose of the day is to
raise student conciousness.
''We want to make students more
aware of the consequences of
STD's Sexually Transmitted
Diseases such , as AIDS and
pre&rlanc1es, '' Goode said.
According to Goode, the condom

If you

are a ''people person''
. . . . YoLI are likely to IJe g1·;:1clL1~tling \Vitl1 a libe ral arts tJr bL1siness
clegreL', \Vitl1 st1·()11g com1n1-111icat.ion and interpersonal skill~ as \Xfl! as ~l recc,rcl

of high perfo1:n1a nce and self developn1enL You are highly n1otivated a nd
\V<1ulcl probably prefer working with people than with nun1bers,
and yet yot1 are ...

interested in busine~

,

The incon;ie and sect1 ri ty of

'
\Vorking

pourri comes in nine to ten
fragrances. It can be used to spice up Capitol Hill Cln·emas
bath water or to scent drawers aqd 507 Eighth St. SE 547-1110
,_
closets: The bags range from $3 to $4:
· Trying to impress someone special .TwiNS 7:30, 9:30. Sot/Sun 1:30, 3:30. 5:30.
this Valentine's Day? Try Rose Ex· 7:30. 9:30. 11 :30
press, 921 11th St. N. W., close to the l'M Go1111A GiT You Suck... 5:45, 7:45 . •9:45.
11 :45, Sot/Su'n 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45.
Metro Center subway stop.
A tuxedo clad deliverer will present 11 :45
your sweetheart with your gift.
I

•

' natio n 's
for one of the

1nost respected financ;ial institutions appeals to you: a con1pe titive salary, a
benefits progran1 including tuition rei1nbursement (1000/o!), a professional
develop1ne nt program that will give you the foundation you need in the business. and an environ1nent c..onclucive to personal and profession a l growth.
All of this:::
I

)

and making an implct
•
on others
I

T11at'S w h at is so exciting about OLlr business. We actt1 a lly clo
,n1ake an impact on others; We provide consultation_to over 4,000 colleges
<lnd t1n ive1·si ties on the ir i·eti1·e111ent s~1 vings progra111s. And we oft'e1· p a1tic i- ·
f)a nts of ou1· plans inclivi<lual fin~1ncial coL1nseli ng to ~tss ist the111 in reacl1ing
tl1ei1· retiren1ent <lr~a111s,
·

"

v
•
According to Elizabeth Elson, 12
roses on Valentine's Day will run $45 .
However, the closer you are to Valentine's Day, the more expensive they
will be . Single roses are $5.
However, a Rose Express gift that
will be sure to tempt any sweet-tooth
a·re the chocolate roses. Packaged in
a long-stemmed rose bOx, they come
I

'

. #
,' . ··~

....~

'

, ,

'

giveaway is part of Howard's
observanCe of the National Condom Week . However, she said it is
not a new idea to the University.
''The Howard University Health
Center will give students free condoms all year. It iS nothing ne\v ,''
she said.
''With the combined effort of
various organizations we hope to
educate students as one means of
attacking these problems ,' ' said
Goode.
Toni Miles·Maloney, program
assistant from the DC Public
Schools AIDS education program,
will be present at the day's events.
She said, ''I was invited to speak
to the medical students by Project
S.A. V .E. I will be speaking to thein
about how to communicate with
adoles~ents about AIDS.''
Miles-Maloney said that she
hopes s tudents will use the
condoms.
''They are at. risk . AIDS is hard
to catch, but with high risk
behavior such as unprotected sex
and shooting drugs will put them in
the high risk category. Black people don't think they can get AIDS,
but they can,'' she said.
.
She said, ''My motto is every one
who gets accurate information on
AIDS should pass it along.'~

Ask
Ardent

_

!

'

.......
=-

If yoL1 a~e inte1·este<l in -a c~11·ee1· in Jlensi(Jll Co11sL1lting, Fina1;1cial Counseling,
M~11·keting, o r \l1·e1niL1111 Acl1ni n is tration ...

'

'

Give your valentine a bath
Cook your loved one's favorite meal
Have a bouquet of ballons delivered

Rent a sexy movie ortwo(9Y2 Weeks) ;

Shave her legs for her
S~ave

bis face for him
Tell him/her bow you really feel.
Screen all unimportant calls

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association · College RetiremCnt Equities Fund
J

·730 'l'hirtl Avenue, Ne\v York . NY 10017

I

;.

Remlnlsce.aboul bow the two of you
met
Present your valentine with a new
toothbrush to be used at your place
Have dinner deUvered and eat it by

I

I

f

candleUaht

I

I

•

Formally ask your glrlfriend Ito be
yo~r alrlfrlend
Do your valentine's laundcy_

I

I

'

•

'

•

Tlt1 Fly II 7:00, 9:30. 12:00 ~t/Sun·2:00,
4:30. 7:00, 9:30. 12:00
-·

'

Cineple" Odeon Circle MacArthur
4859 MacArthur Blvd NW 337-1344

•

RAiN MAN Fri-Sun 2;(X), 4:30, 7:00, 9:45
Woaki"'G Cial 7:30, 9:45. Sot/Sun 2:15,
4:45, 7:30, 9:45
Di•TY ScooNdads 7:00. 9. 15, Sot/Suri ,2:30,
'
4:50. 7:00, 9:15

Clneple" Odeon Circle Je.Ufer
5151 Wisconsin Ave. NW 144-5703
IROfll ,l•iA"GiE 7 :45, 9:45 Sot/Sun 2:00, 3:50,
5:45, 7:45, 9:45
TwiNs 7: 15, 9:30 Sot/Sun 2:15. 4:45, 7:30.
9:40
I

Cineplex Odeon Circle Tenley
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW 363-4340
RAiN MAN 7:10, 9:50 Sot/Sun 2:00, 4:30,
7:JO, 9:50
.
TAp 7:15, 9:40, Sot/Sun 5:00., 7:20, 9:40
TI.1 UNbf:Aa•hl, lictitTNUS of BEifilq 8:40,
Sot/Suo 2:00, 5:15. 8:40 ·

Cineple" Odeon Circle Uptown
3426 Conntttlcul Ave. NW 966-5400
l..AwRENCf of AubiA Fr1·Sun 1:30. 7:30,

Clneple" Odeon Wisconsin Ave Cioamu
4000 Wisconsin Ave NW 244--0880

Avoldfalkingabout past relationships
Take a long walk together
w~tb

•

I

'J'ell your valentine what you find
most attractive about him/ her.
Plan a trip together "'Agree to make one major change for
your valendne
..
Tell your valentine what you want for
your fu!~~ .
Suprise your valentine

Cineplex bdeon Circle Embassy
1917 Florida Ave. NW 387-1344

a -wanted

gift or acdol'
Write your valentine a long love letter

K·B Foundry I-7
1055 ThomJ Jefferson St. NW 337-1311
Titaff. fuctiTivu 5:50. 7:50. 9:50, 11:50
Sot/Sun I :5q 3:50, 5:50. 7:50. 9:50, 11 :50
RAiN MAN 4:40, 7:20. 9:55. Sot 2:00, 4:40,
7:20, 9:55, Sun 1:15. 3:55, 6:35, 9:10
Bucko 5:15. 7:30, 9:45, 11: 40 Sat/Sun
12:45, 3:00, 5:15. 7:30, 9:45, 12:00
Wko's H.utay C.vMb? 5:35. 7:35, 9:35,
11 :35 Sot/Sun 1:35 3:35. 5:35. 7:35, 9:35,
,11:35
T10tJilA StlNaiM 5:05, 7:15. 9:25, 11:35
Sat/Sun 12:45, 2:55. 5:05, 7:15, 9:25, 11:35
l'M COMA CIT Y«MI SuckA 5:40, 7:40, 9:40,
11 :40 Sot/Sun 1:40. 3:4(), 5:40, 7:40, 9:·.40,
11 :40

a problem? Need advice? Write
Dear Ardent
·
CIO The Hilltop Newspaper
Howard University
2217 4th St .N.W.
Washington D.C. 20059

001
I

'

•

•

I

t
I

'

ii

Instead of routinely w11:tchlng T. V.,
play a game like backgammon, scrab·
hie or cards
Take your valentine shopping

•

I

•

Contact the Career Planning & Placement Office for an appointment.
'

RAiN MAN Fr1·Sun 2:00, 4:30. 7:00, 9:45,
12:00
ThE NAkt:d CuN Fri-Sun 2:00. ~ ~so. 5:45,
7:45, 9:45. 11 :45
MissKsippi BullflliNG Fri·Sun 2: 10, 4:40. 7 :25,
9:55,
Toacli SOfllG T1tiloqy Fri-Sun 2:15, 4:45,
7:30, 10 :00, 12:10

HER Alibi Fri-Sun 2:30, 5:00. 7:25, 9:50,
12:10 \
D~aous UAkoHl Fri-Sun 2:00. 2:30, 4:30,
•
5:00 7:00, 7:30, 9:30, 10:00. 12:00
TtOtJillA SwrlaisE Fri·Sun 2:40, 5:10, , 7:45,
10:00, 12:15
Tlt1 Ry 11 Fri-Sun 2:15. 4:45. 7:15, 9:45,
12:00

Valentine s Daf Suggestions
1

•

see us on March 1.

I

Cineple:.: Odeon Ci,rcle Dupont
1350 19th St NW 872·9555

See Roses, page 12

•

'

I

Woaki'"t Cial 7:00. 9:30. Sot/Sun 2:00.
4:30, 7:00, 9:30
JuuARf M.lfll 7:45. 9:45 Sot/Sun 2:00, 3:50.
5:45, 7:45, 9:45

..

,,.;,.~

!

I

'

Clneple" Odeon Circle Avalon
5611 Connecticut Ave. NW 966-2600

•

Condom use promoted

•

./

2:00. 5:00. 7:40, 10:15
TwiNS 2:10, 5:10. 7: 40,. 10:00. Sot/Sun
11 :10, 2:10,
5: 10. 7: 10,
10:10

·Roses are not the only gift

CaliL

•

I

I

0

.,
;

'

I

.

1
Poge ' l2
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Reed
L nilnued from page 2
to other ventures.
The company developed the
Howard University boxer shorts
-which grossed $19,000-and ex·
pects to receive contracts from
three other universities· for the
same purpose to rake in an extra
$30,000.
Reed is now negotiating with
Coldwell Banker to purchase a
brownstone next to Sutton Plaza
and convert it into a dormitory .
If finalized, $225,000 worth of
renovations will be required to
develop the building into the same
size as Slowe Hall.
The dorm will be outfitted with ·
24-hour &ecurity, a jacuzzi, a
workout room, a parking facility
and it will accomodate approximately 60 students:
'

Wilson
continued from page 1

..

.

R_eed anticipates expanding his
jewelry business on Howard's
campus, that is if the university's
bookstore complies, and then
franchising the business within the
campus by employing students.
Meanwhile, he would like to
plan an elaborate affair for ''blac}\
organizations and Ho\vard
University affiliates'' in honor of
Black History Month .
''I want this to be much more
than a dude throwing a party, ' ' he
expressed. ''It will be a meaningful
event for the entire black community."
However, these· undertakings
ar.e just stepping stones.for Reed .
He yearns to expand his talents into other arenas, such as politics.
' C urrently he is employed as
Congressman Joseph P . Kennedy's assistant . The ·opportunity
was brought forth by Reed's determined efforts.
'
''I pursued the Kennedy s
because I feel that the knowledge
I can gain by working with them
would be invaluable, '' proclaimed

proud to

.

continued from page 1

'

''He was picked [because Mrs. •
Bush was on the board of Mo rehouse for 10 years,'' said Kathleen
Burns, journalism professor in the
School of Communica~io n s. ''U nfortunately, a lot oftiihes with political appointments, they were
loyal soldiers. They raised money
and got up the vote, but they don't
know anything about the particular policy."
Su llivan fir st met Presi dent
Bush in 1982 when Bush visited
Morehouse to dedicate a building
at the Morehouse medical fac ility .
Since ·that time, he has traveled
\vith the Bushes to visit seven African collntries.
Sulli'vari has publishecj a number o f articles in journals and
magazi nes and is no newcommer
to opposition. In 1978, Morehouse
College was the · first African
Arnerican·institution in this century to build a medical school .

pe

a part of this pro-

cess,'' he said.
Another important aspect of his
activities is his preparation to on~
day make the transition froin
worker to- leader.
His many future goals include
being a ''public servant'' such as
a congressman, after law school.
''As a person,'' he explained, ''I
don't fee] I have the right to fail
at anything I pursue. I want to be
a model of excellence for other
yo_ung people, especially blacks.''
He says his succcSs, -tlills far, -1
stemmed in part from the support I
of his family and friends.
''I can't emphasize how much
my family's support has meant to
. me , 1 ' he said as a smile formed on
his face.
''Everybody is behind me and
my friends 10 Atlanta and at
Howard have.,been extremely supportive;•• he said.

"I fee l real good about the appointment," said Fred Killings, tail
back for the Bison . '' I think it is
about time they got someone in the
position .''

In 1980, Morehouse faced a
lack of funds because of proposed
fede ral budget cuts. As dean and
director , Sullivan was able to
overcome those obstacles.
Newrpan, also no newcomer to
oppositbn was named the di rector
of the Office of P ersonnel
Management. Newman, an attorney, graduated from Bates College
in Main e and the University of
Minnesota.
The 53-year-old, Chicago native
is a form er Bus h cam pa ign official. Although she has an extensive
tJackground in minority campaigns and programs for the poor,
Burns fee ls that she is not qualified to head' over 6,000'
bu reaucra'ts.
''S he doesn'1 seem to have a lot
of experience for the job he (Bush)
picked her for," said Burns.
Newman's involvement 1n
minority affairs goes back into the
1960s when she was a regional
director for migran1 workers in the
Office of Economic Opport.u nit)'
(OEO). She was a special assistant
to the secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Elliot Richa rd "
son, on migrant
problems.
.

registering Harlem residents to vote
for the first African-American
mayoral candidate of New York
City._

•

''We are bringing about many
significant issues, especially ones
that concern black people. I am

Killings said Wilson 's experience in
cited about his appointment . He also the professional league wi ll help the
said that there are many talentec;l team.
'' It was a good decision because
players and that this makes the team
competitive.
Mr . Wilson has been in the pros and

Sullivan

so~e political educatiOD - tfuoUgh ·

Reed.

players as being inquisitive and ex-

'

•

has a lot of knowledge about the
game,''said Greg Yette, wide receiver
for the Bisdn. ''He is a graduate of
Howard and he will know how to
work with the administration and get
things done, '' he said.
1
Wilson will be the 22nd headcoach
in Howard's football history. He is
the son of ''Touchdown'' Tommy
Wilson, a two-time Pro-Bowl running back with the Los Angeles

Rams( l956-61). · .

.

Tales

Platitudes

•

continued fro-m page 10
~~~~~~~~- ·

'

continued from page 10

~~~----,-~~~~

1

is involved in children's theatre is
because it is a way to teach kids
traditional values.

tically involved after t-heir tC3ChCr
dubs them her prized pupils.
·
·

The stories in the production are
acted · out with the help of a
storytCffer; played by Grace
Chapman. Other members of the
cast includes: Morris Beasley, Ja-

·1·he two writers alternately correspond, Dewayne continuing the saga
of a middle-class teenager and Ishee
spinning a traditional yarn of
poverty.

son4;harmicael, Sandra Foucard,
Michael Hyatt, Nina Lane, Robin
McClamb, Vincent Miller, Maarla Moore, Michael Pendleton, and
Margo West.

Eventually, Ishee becomes so enthralled with her own version that she
offers to pay off Dewayne for the
\ghts to his story.

The childrt.i's production
which will go on tour to different
local schools and hospitals. ~ l o;;n

··- -

But his uticOmmon version wins ·
out as his writing exits its superficial
and sophmoric tone and Earle gains

a ·rs -

G'town

showcases the talents or· Carole
10
continued from page
Singleton as artistic director, Karen · Louisey as assistant director,
choreography by Wayne York and
Williams said that music gave her
cost umes desig ned by Peter
a definite foundation and it taught
Zakutansky.
her discipline . She credits her family
Tickets are on sale at C ramton 's for giving her the opportunity to
box office. Students and group build that foundation and discipline
rates ars: $3 dollars and general as a child .
Some of Williams ' inspiration
admiss_iori;t is $7. For additional incomes from her favorite musical arformation call 636-7050.
tists, including Angela Bofil, Chaka
A Bloomin' Cookies offeis a wide Khan and blind singer Diane Shore,
variety of cookie bouquet arrangements. However. Ann King has
narrowed her customers favorite
Valentine's Day arrangements down
continued from page 11
to two .
Packaged in a red long-stemmed
rose box, are cookies affixed to stems
~ith silk leaves and thorns Yl'.rapped
~
1n heart-shaped tissue paper.
the name, it is a French restaurant.
''We use all u.atural ingredients in
This p lace is so-so in style but in
our cookies," King said.
atmosphere and class it makes for an
A half dozen are $20 and a dozen intr.iguing dining experience. The
costs $28. Delivery is $9.50.
prices range from six to 18 dollars in
If your budget is a little bigger, entrees and appetizers.
·consider a quality ice bucket with two
A big plus is that it 's one of the 'rew
"real champagnC glasses inside.
plac~s in D.C. th.a t stays open late

I

F o· 0 d

Roses·
continued from page t 1
I

1n dark, mint , white. and milk
chocolate .
This gift runs $36 a dozen.
Delivery is the same day and free with
a minimum $20 purchase.
1-. If a dozen roses are a little too expensive for your budget, why not try
IO tulips for $7 .95 at Greenworks
Inc ., 2015 Florida Ave. N .W.
According to Jackie Ettinger, they
come in a n assortment of colors including red , yellow and purple and'
are popular Valentine's Day sellers.
Greenworks Inc. also offers
balloons for $35 a dozen. They .do
deliver, but it will cost an extra $5.
Another Valentine alternative is
carnations. Red and pink carnations
are hot sellers, according to James
Richardson of Peter's Flowerland.
Twelve carnations arranged , will
cost $30, boxed $25 and a 'single red
carnation will cost $2.
Tired of flower s? Well, tfy
cookies.

A bottle of champagne bubble
bath and three red heart-shaped

(unul 3 a.IT\.) with full service.
THE NEW ORLEANS CAFE and

cookies dusted with white confec- EMPORIUM is on the corner of 18th
tioners sugar garnishes this gift, at St. N. W , and Columbia Rd . 1n
$48.
~
Adams-Morgan. The food is Cajun
Rs:member, it is best to order your style with !Ots of spice and flavor.
gifts. early. The closer it gets to ValenThis.. place has definite class; and
tine's Day, the more chance that your to really enjoy the food, you need
o rder wOn't be able to be filled.
some cash. The average diner spends
Also , if you are ordering roses and about $22 per meal, not including
are concerned with the quality, ask alcohol or tips.
for Red Royalty roses which are the
THE OLD EBBITT GRILL is
very best according to elson. ''You downtown at 675 15th St. N, W. and
pay more them, but isn't your .,, they serve American cuisine bordersweetheart worth it?''
ing on that nouveau style. This place
1

Although Ellis is often more con-.
cerned with the unique literary tool
of alternate narration, his incorpor-

•

tation of African-American music, _
literature and sexual politics makes
Platitudes a ftrst novel worth reading.

Ellis' life will be familiar to those
who know the peculiarities of being
an African-American and middle-

class well. He attempts to highlight
the dual existence that often leads individuals to sell out for posh
surroundings.
·
As for Williams' career, she said
she has put forth 200 percent worth
of effort towards her succces and will
continue to do so in order to accomplish her goals in the future.
Williams said there were several
projects that she would like to put
•
together. Several of them being a bi. OJ!;raphy on Josephine Baker, Doro- .
thy Dandridge and Sarah Hemmings,
the slave of President Thomas Jefferson who was also his lover.
Next month, Williams will be
recording her new album to be
released in September. Thereafter,
she will be considering touring plans.
is very classy with much style.It is
listed in the local _d ining world as one
of the best restaurants in town . The
dining is intimate arid ·the service is
usually good.

PAULOS in Georgetown on
Wisconsin A'<;'. e. is fl classy, stylish,
Italian restaurant . A great Valentine
treat if you can get in early before the
wait .

•BRASIL TROPICAL is at 2519
Pennsylvania Ave . N.W . This on-e is
a treat in Brazilian food, style and
atmosohere .
•
•
THE SALOON is in Georgetown
on M St. N. W. and it's a great place
for good jazz and a world-wide selection of beers, 1very atmospheric! Real ·
good for those with the Valentine
Blues.
'

BIG 'WONG in Chinatown at 610
H St. N. W .is a good Chinese place.
The restaurant stays open late with
full S(:rvice and are no~ too expensive.

RED
SEA
ET-H IOPIAN
RESTAURANT at 2463 18th St.
N. W , is a great place to go to enjoy
Ethiopian cuisine. Be prepared to eat
with your fingers .

•

'
'

UNIQUE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
in OPTIONS TRADING

•

•

Thursday, Febr11ary 16, 1989, at 6:00 p.m.
The Howard Inn, Reeve Room

'

'
•

A private partnership, O'Connor is the leader in the options and futures
marketplace. We are retognized as a pioneer in the application of sophisticated analytical techniques for valuing and trading derivative securities.
We trade, for our own account, a growing list of financial products in
domestic and international markets. Currently, we trade options and the
underlying securities in the equity, Index, currenc.y, bond, metal, and
energy markets. Our activities· also include index arbitrage, convertible
securities trading, and special situations arbitrage.
Our excellence as a trading firm relies heavily on the interaction among
our Trading, Systems, Quantitative and Fundamental Research groups.
Their interdependence enables O'Connor & A-ssociates to excel in accurate theoretical yaluation and in the practical application of that theory in .
the marketplace.

•

•

.

O'Connor's intense, fast-paced, and innovativ,e trading environment provides talented individuals with the opportunity to shape their own future.
We seek exceptional individuals with quantitative, analytical, and problem-solving abilities to join our team.
•

Meet us and learn more!
'

•

•

••

For more information contact:
O'Connor & Associates
College Relations & Recruiting
141 1W. Jackson Blvd., 7th Floor
Chicago, IL 60604

•

I
NDIVIDUAL
BRAIDS
W/HUMAN
HAIR EXTENSIONS.
INCLUDES SHAMPOO/
CONDITION AND 100°/o
WET & WAVY HUMAN
HAIR.

•
l\fake Your
,

~

•

-I

.

Appointment
Today!

l,

•

Ofl'ER EXPIIIBS APRIL lST

!

Cornrow1 & C o ®

Equal Opportunity Employer

5401 Fburteenth St., N.W., Washington, DC 20011

•

Chicago

•

f

.
New York

•

202 723-1827

•
'

Philadelphia

San Francisco

London

Stockholm

'
I

•

I

I

•

'
I

I

'

-

'
•

A ENTiNE'§
•

Shownie B.

S.0.A.l.D.

Now ~hot you're lega l , what are you

Happy Valentine's Doy to all of you

Happy 21st

birthday!~

.,

Of
Desire

the torhell admirer

To L.C. Mitch,
.
The most 0.0.C. BABE I know! Happy
Valentine's Doy Friends:
love KelSegsl !

DARRELL (7-B-BB)

(.Pett.

hint: N.C. Club
signed,

The love we share is very unique.
Let's make it lost forever
-

We never see you anymore ~ut we still
LOVE you and M!SS you!!

Satin Ey,es! Happy Valentine's Doy

Happy Valentine's Doy!!

Sweetheart!!

, ·
Your love,

Hoppy Birthday to my sorors
Children's Hospital and Scottie
•
Love,

Skee Wee I 16)
Mel6yne and Natonjha,
.hlappv Valentines Day to the greatest
fl-tends
o person could ever have. Thank you for
being there,
Love Anne

,

Barry,
Happy Valentines Day and I om glad that
everything worked out.
Boo Boo
Boop1e,
I wuv you berry berry much.

••

Boo Boo
•

111 Bates,
Happy Valentine's Doy!! (Goto and
Blackie too!)
'
Yvonnf'
Tony,
Love ties our emotions. Unifies our
extremes.
\
Love Beverly
Saritto,
Hoppy·valent1ne's Doy
~From Joey's uncle
Etc.
This mt.isl B A Dream. Never ending?

LOVE
Ta my·Doddy, Cooch Jim Word
Remember that insecure men (adm1Qistrotion, athletics) ore afraid of
strong BLACR men. You are still on top
because you ore o WARD and a child of

God.
Love,
Your No.

l: and Only

To my Angel,
Words that are spoken cl!Jn only give )lou
a token of my love.
Love.

'·

Leso, Nancy, Charlie, Simone, Michel le,
Gina, and Tami. Believe me. I know all
the hard work you hove been doing. Be
encouraged. It will all pay off in the end.
The 1989 Bison Yearbook will be the best
yet. I love you all.

Emmanuel,

Happy Valentine's Doy Sweetheart;
Love Alwoys
Kelly . Andrea Morea Ward
You are iust too fly t his semester .
Congratulations to LisoondMelvin Bur. Happy Va lentine's Day
ton on their beautiful son! Good lutk to
Future Howard Student Joey Bur_ton.
Damion Rouson
Love, Uncle Derrick . Stanford, huh? Congratulations! l·am so
very proud of you.
Monique,
Happy Val«;!ntine's Day
I LOVE YOUll
Be ·my Valentine.
Nicholas· Haywood & Eric
You are two of the nicest brothers on the
yard. Thanks for being my _friend. love
To 19-A-BB.
_
Leslie
We cqn still be frieno I still love you Happy Valentines. OK.
•
Mr. Fierce! Robert Vickers
I enroy our talks. All the best with your
SC campaign.
DUKE loves DEE

--

"

Suzanne Alexpnder
Your ore the little sister I never had. 1lo'-1'.e
you very much and will miss you next
semester. Be steadfast, and unmovcble
1 om in your corner always my friend.
Happy Valentine's Doy to all my friends
Arleyoh, Artemis, Zeta Phi Beto & Pht
Beto Sigma

•

3118 Mt.Pleasant St. ,
NW, DC
483-2428

Happy Valentine's Day.!!
Love,
Kimberly

Egyplioi:i Scholar I con feel your pov.. er
which draws me near. When.I'm with
you there's nothing I fear.
From: Vraiby
Darryl' T.,
:
From that first special Valen tine's Day to
our fourth, I sPill can't tell you enough,
''I LOVE YOU!''
. From
Traci, l/!inston, Warren, Lotto and Bruce
1

•

'

''Free· Pick-Up & Delivery''

Totally Discount
••

Offers a special 2 for I deal
or purchases of $5 or more ..
This special ends on February
28th.
1

Sweaters, Pants, Skirts, Blouses $1 .79
'
Dresses
...... . $3. 99
2pc. Suits men/women .. . $4.39
Sport Jackets ........ .. $2.29
Regular Jackets (not Incl. down) • •• $5.39
· Overcoats··· ·· ···' ··· ·· $7.69
,·
...Additional cost for silk, linen, and white '
Items.
For Pick-Up & Delivery: Marvin Minor
567-0179
•

\

\

Photo Guy,
I know U know I Got my I on U.
U know Who!!
Wendelyn,
To a special friend with o Big heart, Happy V-day Dudess.
Love Yo Mike

Andrea M., ·
We've been close friends sinc6 the first
semester of out fresh.man year. Is it
possible that I'm .falling for you?
· ,·
Happy V-doy

???
The FL:Jdge Singer: . ··~
I love to make your. banana split.

to: Regina G. of Bmore
With a body so fresh
And o face so fine
• It makes my heart
That you cannot be my Valentine!
Welcome ro Howatd. , 1
from : That helpful brother from Brooklyn

DEE-DEE
You better ''git wit'' N.Y ... SOOONN!
Your baby sister

NASTY.
Luv U Know Who

STRONGER THAN PRIDE.
To Our No. l Homie, beboroh Herron
Happy Birthday and Happy Volentirie's.
Doy!!!!!!! We LbV~ YOU! I!
Joy Blackmon & Mark Holland

KIM ond WINN!f•
I hope both of your Valentine's gave you
something good, because all 1 con give
you is love.
Your Campus Pa l
To 0-Street:
I love Mom's, but does she have to
come?!? Happy Valentine's Day.

U KNOW WHO
----,.----,-~~~~~- ·

Big head Fred
I CAME (to your house). I EN~OYED
(your comopny). I WANT SOME MORE
(spaghetti). Happy V-Day.
Love Nasty
'

F.A.L.ir.
i luv u grouch ... happy anniversary.
gtheb

ROSE EXPRESS

THAN FRIENDS." "DON'T WORRY. BE

February I - 14th
l st floor in Blackburn Center
Single Rose ... $1.65
3 Roses ...... $4 .95
Dozen Roses ... $18.95

.

HAND DELIVERED

~

To C.F.W .. in t he School of B., who
resides in Meridian,
I Love U so much, you're every·thing
to me. I hope that your Valentine's Day
is everything you want 11 to be. G[ve me
o coll Feb 14 and maybe we could do the

I'm hoping we con become ''CLOSER

Orders token: l lom - 6pm

Love Yo y.Jinnie

OLP

Nelson,
Whether near or far, no matter where
you are, my love grows greater far: you
every minute. I wish we coufd be
together. You'll olwo')(.~ be in my heart
and on my mind.
Forever,
'
Stefani

... Send ROSE EXPRESS

hop.e you know

Rich,
Your wonderful personality, handsome
face, beautiful smile, and sexy body are
1ust four. of the reasons why I l0ve you.
(Ask me about the other 96.)
\appy Valentine's Day! .
Love,

F. D.111,
Arby's; Late nite (early morning?) walks
on the moll; The Real Ghos1busters; Pizza Hut P1zzo(by the lb.); ,Ronny, Bobby,
Ricky, and Mike; The Fly(port two?);
which two occasions?; Am I really
messen up? ... Why? ... LOVE IS

Prices:
Devin,
Happy V-Oay, f rom
who.

ETCETERA

Jeda,
Lost semester bowling class was a blast.
Although I never told you· how I felt
about you. I ,still hod a ball. I'm searc.hing
for you.
Elias.
• •

Send the very best..

Lisa,
Thinking of Yo, Happy Valentines
Love Ya. MSl.

-D-

Mrs. Beasly (My friend for life).
Happy Valentine's Doy!
•
love always.
Double Jeopardy

l 6-A-B7

Dallas Lee,
Happy Valentine's. Day. You did spark
on interest.
'
Hill.top ..

B, my volent1nJ=
The lrght 1s the lifeline
of our love.
No Motter what ...

Shown, .
Although the times may be, presently,
on ttoubled waters the power of our love
still shines through; in that I know:
I will always love yoli.
Clarence

.
D.0.M.
John RaberJs, loved that ''Ostentatious'' ·
•
rose und~r your belt. Wish I could be Pao-Bear,
there too.
Profundity,
personality,
R.S.V.P. pUlchr1tude ... you've got it all, baby.
That's why I adore you.
SUSAN (COACH),
B.oo-Beor
Happy Valentine's Doy! This year I'm
Happy Valentine's Day to my Personal,
here ... And forever more.
Love, Art Kathleen Beavers, 32-A-88
and my Specials,
Betty B., Tippy, Children's Hosp., CinCraig Frazier,
dy Lou, Tragicomedy, Stacey, Number,
Happy Valentine's Day
From a FRIEND. 1onyo," Hollywood, ''L.L." and Lisa.
l..t..OVE YOU!

Jmlnru' s :!flrg Clrlenning ~er\Jice

To: K.E., Fothrod and B.J.
You 111 ore the best friends I could ever
hove. I will !qve you always. Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love,
Dood'les

Doreen,. ~
The sweet eSsence of love hos carried us
into the" obygs of happiness. The bleeding
of. my heart propb1s1zes the truth, that
_I love you and will love you forever.

To LAW, K.E. AP & J.S.

"To any H;U. donti on Valentine's
Doy, February 14th.
Drawing for prizes & suprises .•. Ask
for details!
,
A Gentlemen's Exclusive & In ~
novotive Designs ProdUction •.•.

328-7625

• * 'Hing *
It's just another day. 1hope it's happy.
Not

Shawn W-J,
-. Happy Valentine's Doy
Try to toke time out of your ''busy
schedule'' to spend l ime with the sensitive one on Valentine's Doy.
·
Ad rienne

John Hunter, J
I om so in love with you!! Everyday our
relationship 1us gets better and stronger.
Let's make 1t last forever.
· •
your souln:iote,
H1ar1

To My One and Only Love ,
Corl
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie!
Love always
Sobrino

I love you.

No one does if better, There con be no
other. I'll always be there to stand by the
brother (Joaquin).
From: Vro1

Keith L .
I wont your body (smile)
Shelia

Koren D1ckensj
You're a good pol. Happy Valentine's
Doy .

B

naive I wouldn't know what to de with.
thee. Maybe you could ,show me.
Signed.' I'm Sa Curious ·

Thank you fo1 leadin g us in our first
week. We are proud and hqno red to be
your sons.-.
The 1989 Sphiqx Club

to: Lenora H.
Brooklyn Boys
Queens Girls
The be~t combination irr the world!
Happy Valentines. xoxoxo·
•
•
from: The Rarr-1bunct1ous R.A .

To Bernie
HAPPY 21st Birthday!!!

Cheryl:
I hope The limited isn't making your time
limited, because I sure would like.to hove
same.
Meridian ???

SALES & RENTALS

'

.

To 0-Street:
, I
.
loves comes in two forms . YOURS and "'Some''M~~)1~~ ore fashioned b'f,'-l!fionce.
MINE. Anyt'h1ng else doesn'! mati~r.
Ours was o grit of faith. Oh B~y!
The Island Mon.
'
Smell1e .

COLLECTABLES &
HEIRLOOMS

''Olde Townes Finest''...

al

Forever, Ernie

To Alli Baby,

Subsidiary; H&M .Cleaners

The 1989'Sph;nx Club

I

J.H.W.- The time we've spent tQgether
The things_ we've ..b.een throuqh Makes
we realize why I love You.
from:V.L.M.

•

would like to"wish the Alpha Sweethearts
El 1-+opP.y -Valentine's Day.

Koren Samuels & Alon Ryan
I miss seeing you two. Happy Valentine's
Doy.
L. Lewis

~!>s

,

_Alpha .Phi Alpha fraternity Inc.
Beta Chapter

would like to thank the residents of Slqwe
Holl and thk Ladies of the Quad for their
support. Happy Valentine's Doy.

The Archonions and.Crescents
Congratulations on your quest. ~e strong
and it won't be long before you join the
BLUE & WHITE FAMILY of Zeto Phi.Beto,
Phi Beto Sigrno, Doves and Knights.

You've got what U want. You've got
who U wefnt. So do me o favor and continue to stay out of my life - you do 1t
so well!
Satire

Kimberly ·Efyse
Happy Valentine's Doy
Jimmy

Love, t~e: Alpho Sweetheart Court

Alpha Ph; Alpha Fratern;ty, Inc.
Beta Chapter
Puddy

To, 14-A-BB-DST

Health, ,
I got my eye on you. Guess who?
P.G. II

Reflections of Ramses and' the
Oracles of Akhenaton
Have A-SWEET Valentine's Day!!!

Malcom Corter
I still miss you.

To my counterpart, Miss Howard UniverSlfy l 9BB-B9;
Just a little message from a king to a
queen, you are the sharpest Miss
Howard I hove ever seen: be strong, stay
sweet. of your best give no less and mov
your life be filled with peqce, ioy, and
happiness .
Love always
Mr. Howor€1 U. 1988-89
•
Fronk love/Stillwater Productions Would
like to wish Von Johnson and Brion
Watkins a S:lJCCessful comRoign~
HUSA.
.
~

To our Dean Malcolm C4rter, Assis· To the Mystery Mon ocro_ss the street;
t ant Dean Aman alias Black Steel Here's wishing yo"u o Happy Valentine's
ond Assistant Deon Sboi
Day. I wish you were mine, blJ\l'm so

looking for the hype places to be start
tonight with t~e New Years in February
party at the Eastside doors open at.
11 :OOpm first 50 ladies free. free cham.
pagne, free food the areas hottest DJ's. 'Jomes B..
Then if you missed the lost Roxy party Thanks again for a great weekend. Hapat Chicago's be there Sunday Feb. 19th py Valentine's day friend.
love,
from 10-3. If you li ke Reggae be at the
Yvonne
Kilomonjoro Thurs. Feb. 23rd for recording artist sensation Shineheod and his
band from 8-2om, also oppearin.g will be
Karen Dickens:
Shelly Thunder, Willow and OJ Joh
YoU're~d good pol
L~ve .. ~ Tickets for Shineheod ore at
Happy Valentine's Day
•
Ticketron or Kilamonjaro box office coll
ETCETERA.
328-3838 ... These messages brought to
you by Todd Johnson .. .
To my two year crush, Mr. Texas (Kevin)
Happy VolentineS Doy to Delio love from
with the gorgerus smile will you be my
Todd
Volentine?
·
Let's do lunch
•
.
To The Guardians of Luxor the ~ I'm interested

Cynthia & Len
Congratulations on your engagement
Happy Valentines Doy--1 love you both

Love ... Carmine, Kelli, & Lisa.

Renee 30-A-88

Alisia,·
I almost fell, but I.caught myself in time.
Happy Valentine's Doy!
Yoyr Late Night \:'isitor

Rich,
YOur beautiful smile, your handsome
face, your wonderful persOriality and
sexy body are just four of. the 100
reasons why I lave you.
Happy Valentine's Doy,
lpve, DLP

_To '!1~ personal DMW 27-A-87
Happy Valentine's Doy! I love you!
Double Jeopardy

You are My
Heart's Object

tak1n me higher and higher.
From: Your Queen ....

Mteule

Down, Kim, & Judy

Wayne Cromafite,

~-To my African King-Your TLC Keeps ·

Happy B-day Trellis. and yo to the
Sutton! Ptozo 40-ounce cru.
From t·he sports editor!

Skee-Wee
2B

gonna buy us?

•

TO TENNIS COURT, END ACT 1, TAKE

2.
''I LIKE'' the way the relationship is going so for.

"GIRL I GOT MY EYES ON YOU" and
HAPPY,'' because ''THiS,ME'' Wont be
1ike the rest .

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
•

•

..

Chico

fh~ Frith,

Happy VaJeAtine's Doy from: Guess
Who? If you can remem ber .

Age
Tollie, I really love your company I think
it's.a good sign there's-0nly one more
question Be My 'Volentine?
Three 3's
In Memory o f
Wolter A. Gaskin, Jr.
Forever My Valentine ...
Lo've A lways,
Jocelyn Cheeks
Miss Morymount,
How about some more healthy advice?
My heart is broken.
Benny
Qu inn,
Missing and loving you more each day.
Just 3 months and 17 more days until
we ore together for eternity .plus l.
Forever,
Don-Don
To Ladybug,
You will be my VALENllNE Forever and
a day!
I Love You,
Trev

•

Isuzu man,
I love you dearly, but you need to stop .
lying!!!
Isuzu-woman

F.D.111,
Arby's; Late nite (early morning?)
walks on the ma,11; The Real
Ghostbusters; Pizzo Hut Pizzo (by the
lb.); Ronny. Bobby, Ricky, and Mike; TFie
Fly (part two?); Which two occasions?;
Am I really messen up?; ... WHY? •.

LOVE IS STRONG ER THAN PRIDE.
HOMER
•
Adrienn'I , Carole, Celeste. Sobrino and
Renetta,
Happy Valenline's Day to some grecit
fr1erP. s.
.
Love.
S1.1son

"

Happy Valentine's Day Bucketheod,
Hours have been extended until 12: l~
Think of the possi bi lities !!!

\

•

•

AC's
Happy Valentine's Doy! Keep 1t going

on.
Ouret Stor-m
Sexual Dynamo,
. ,Maybe one day -we'll check for hump
velocity. Jt will be ''o li ttle something''
from The Best.
To: Jerry ''on the circle''
Happy Valentine's Doy. I would li ke
to get to know what's beliind the young
man who's ·always on the go.
Signed a Secret Cutie

i

To: Boot leg Ski
We haven' t spent much time together
on the form. Guess what? I miss you little sheep! Come by the ba rn on
Valet1ne's, maybe we can russle in the
hoy or something.
Farmgirl

·'

DMW 27-A-BB,
Happy Valentine's Doy! I Love You .

2B-A-BB

-

S.0.A.l.D .. ·
l wish oil of you a wonderful Valentine's
Day! See yo on Saturday Night!
/
• _,,
Skee Wee,

2B
Mteule
Sleeping Beauty and Boo Boo,
All I wont is on invitation to the wedding! ·
Good Luck always. Next time dinner is
on me . ..
Your niQQO

NGll,

_

''I always hope that you remember,
that we hove is strong and. tender, In the
middle of the madness - hold·an.' ' Happy Volentine"s Day an our first of many
together.
Love ~lwoys,

P.P.
D' Ann ,
rlappy Valentine's Day:-1 Love Y.ou.
. Cee Love
•

•

To Porkchop,
No matter how tough t imes may get, I
know that I can always turn to you for
Love, ' Encouragement, and then more
Love. You will be in my heart Forever
and Always.
Love E.

Lea, from N.J.
Will you be mine?

Don
David,
Happy Valentines Day. let's make our
!Ourth as special as our fi rst . Kiss-kiss.
Forever yours,
Agnes-Louise

Woodie,,
.
Times are hard lf0r ·bo1h of us right now,
Sweet , tasty, and s~cn a satis/ying
and I'm at an emotional low, but I only
spread. I Love My PEANUT BUTIER!
wont what's best for you. I still love you
very hot,
and none comes close to what you are
CHOCOLATE
to me.
?.S. Absence sharpens love, presence , Congratulations to Lisa and Melvin
;.trengthens it.
Burton on your ne·N soni 'Good luck.
Happy Valentine's Doy!
to future Bison Joey Burton !
Boo Boo
Love, Uncle Derrick. .

•

·'

•

'

'

I

•
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The Hil~top/Fridoy , February 10, 1989 :

Hilltopics
\ AMMOUMCEMEMn

The Student Council of Social Work
would llko to thonk The Hiiitop, and
all ~1111a, faculty, and stuff for the
cloth.. during our clothing drive.

-

The Student Council of Sociol Work

is bringing to yOu 0'9d your
1w1etl11art a special treat for Valentine's Day; check us out, order today:
Monday, Feb. 10th., Sociol Wort.
Buildin9 9-until.
BAHAMASCRU~ESPRINGBREAK

$435 (everything included) 7 doysmeals, occomodations, and much more.
Coll NOW for more information:

Venus at 789-8210.
The National Board of the YWCAis
seeking women who are interested in
starting a chapter at Howard Univer.sity. A meeting for all interested women

will be held on February 9, 1989 at
4:30pm in the conference room in the
Blackburn Center.
•

CARMATIOMSll CARMATIOMSI!

GIVE A PIECE OF YOUR HEART

Show that 1peciol 1omeone you care
with a carnation. Carnations are now
on ord• for Valentine's .Day. Only
5 days left to order. Hand delivered
to any Howard University Donnltoty.
Don't get left out on this. Huny order
today!! Contac,t · represefttatives
· dorms.

The Marketing Club will be seijing mylar
balloons inscribed '' Happy Valentine'9'
Day''.
Price : $3.00 free delivery to dorms only
Location: SBPA Student Lounge MWF

A PIS PRODUCTIONS

Howard's Episcopal/ Anglican M inistry

FREE
Quron Study Closs

Place: Mortin L. Kin9, Jr. Memorial

Worsh ip Services Every Sunday
Place: The little chapel in The Carnegie
Building
Time: 9am
All ore invited

Librory
Rm. 315
Address: G Sheet Between 9th ond
10th St., M.W. Woshington, D.C.
FREE to Washinvton Metropolitan

N.A.A.C.P. and the Ghetto
Ageib Bilal
speaker
February 9, 6:30 UGL

12-2,30
GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN
Has

Date: 3rd Sunday of every month
Time: 1:3G. 3:00pm

'

The DC Rope Crisis Center needs
volunteers (women/men) to provide
counseli ng and accampan i ment fa survivors of sexual assault. Training begins

March 9th. Call 232-07B9.
WHO'S WHO RECIPIEMn
Pictures for the Yearboolt hove to be
retaken on Saturday, Feb. 11 at
1:OOpm. If any scheduling problems
coll 636-7870.

•

H .U. A .B.J.
1

Howard University
Chapter of

N.A.A.C.P.
General Body Meeting

Place: School of Business Lounge,
5th Floor

FASHIONED FOR .GREATNESS

I

Time: 3:00pm
Fo r Further Information

In continuing our Black History
call

Month Celebration, come and par-

462-3618.

ticipate in a forum lilied, ''The Black

The 1989 Generol Assembly Elec-

Male- What New Challen9es Confront Him?" Februory 15, 1989
Locke Hall Auditorium at 7 :OOpm.

tions Committee is looking for help
with upcoming elections. Volunteers ore
needed for answering telephones, inquiries and P.R. We ore also accepting
applications from individuals interested
in becoming pol!warkers. Na experience
necessary. Please call or come by·rm.
116, Blackburn Center. Tel. 636-5932.
The Ladies of

SIGMA ALPHA JOT A
Delta Nu. Chapter
International Music Sororiety fOr Women
lnv ities all Young Lad ies
to their

af
Black Journalists
l St General Body Meeting
Thursday, February 16, 1989
4pm in C.B. Powell C-244

•

THE H EALTH PROFESSIONS CLUB
Will have o meeting on Wednesday,
February 15. 1989 at 5:30 pm in
Douglass Holl Rm . 116. All ore welcome
to attend this meeting!

PRAISE THE LORD!!
The Baptist Student Union invites you to
our meeting Wednesday at Spm, Rankin
Chapel basement .

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
5 days 4 nights
Hotel and Cruise
$ 149 !!
Limited, offer

Call 559-9394.

Attention all students organizations the
Public Affairs Dept . at WHBC 83,0AM
will be accepting onnouncemtns for free
events that you will be sponsoring this
semester. Make al l announcements addressed to Lenora Rush Traffic/Public Affairs Director and drop them off in room
G-19 in the basement of the C.B. Powell
building.

Don't wont another dead end college
job? Do something to further the cause
of peace and social ju stice as well as
lurher yourself. 6ain political organizing skills with SANE/FREEZE, the notion· s largest citizen· s lobby working ior
peace in Central America, justice in
South Africa,, and nuclear disarmament .
Training provided, FT /PT, $5.20 per

Must be a JUNIOR.
1989 Cherry Blossom Princess
Applications ore available in the Office of
Student Activities Rm. 117 Blackburn
Un iversity
center. Qualifications: District resident,

2-9, 19B9.

mative {\ction .
Sincerely,
Kevin Martin
Canvass Director

PICTURES-MEMORIES ON PAPER
Have K'n K photo preserve your

''The Soul That Sold the Soul'' Doy Watch
for detaits.

18-23

.

years of age, single and ayoilable April

memories in block and white or color.
Events, groups. or just you .
Call Keith at 387-7284 or 797-2442
Mole and feniale models needed for
publication. No experience neccessory.
Compensation for time spent.
Coll Keith at 797-2442 or 387-7284.

.

SS$Dallars$$$"
Keynote Speaker: Rev . James Bevel,
Chief Strategist for Dr . Marting Luther
King ,
•
Student Entrepreneurs: William Fisher,
Kastm Reed, Cheree Johnson, Antonio
Philli ps, Winston Thompson.
Refreshments Served _

MERIDAN Hill PRESENTS
''Educate to liberate''

Feb. 6, 7 ,00-9,()()pm
Ros Soroka & April Silver
" Black Youth Knaw Thyself"

'

• ••

All A re Welcome.

Feb. 15, 7,()()-9,()()pm
Amiri Soroka with special
skit by Block N .l. A. Farce
Block Men / Women Le:t' s.. Talk

It's Here!!!!
Whispered Expressions offers the gift
of Expression. Don't be caught without
one. Come place your order for
customized Wall poetry before Valentine's day. Located in Blackburn center
11:00-1:00. For more Info.: 291-5875

•••

Refresh ments w ill be served
The Abrom Harris Economics Society
Presents Our A nnual Intercollegiate Conference
'The Urban League ·s Report on the
Progress of the Block America
Friday Morch 10, 1989
School of Busir:iess Student Lounge

MCM .. for you

For further infarmation an this project,

and a select few

call 7B9-B050 ar 636-0579.
George Daniels, Chairman
Education Committee-NAACP

•

Cast' FREE

•

''The Power of the Black

ce~ter

2/14 6,30 Blackburn

•

MERIDIAN HILL PRESENTS
"EDUCATE TO LI BERATE"
Feb. 22, 7,QQ-9,()()pm

Bring o loved one or a friend to a mentally and spiritually enhancing event. Dr .
Khol lid Muhammad will speak the irrefutable undeniable Truth!!!

NA ACP !!~

When: Wednesday, Feb.15, 1'989
Where: Leave from Cromtan Qt l :OOpm
Sign Up: ASB-B Room 319 (Dept. of
Economics)

Tuesday, Feb. 14 (Valenti ne's Doy) '
froml l am to 2pm at ·.the Blackburn
Center Ground Plaza.
There will be a series of programs stress- .
' ing t he importance of responsible sex .
Also in attendance w ill be speakers from
the Whitmen-Wal ker Cli nic, Planned
Parent hood, D .C. Publ ic Schools,
HUMAA, and Project Save (St udents for
AIDS Virus Education).
,
• This is an educational outreac h to t he
student of H.U. and the Community. In
addition, SO area high .school students
will be attending . _

haur. Call 544-3929 M-F, 10-5. Affir-

Dear Students,
The Howard Chapter of the NAACP
with
A BLACK HISTORY MONTH · is beginning a special project
students at the university to eliminate the
CELEBRATION
Financial aid and Registration Problems.
THE ABRAM HARm ECONOMICS
We in the NAACP believe with the
SOCIETY
help of all students. we con conquer
INVITES YOU TO VISIST THE
The Frederick Douglass Memorial these problems. Help the Howard

Home

February 14, 1989
o-t 7 :OOorti
in room 30001, Fine Arts Building.

Notional Association

. Attention. Women
Glamour Top 10 Contest
Applications ore ava ilable in the Office
of Student ·Activities Rm. 117 Blackburn
University
Center. Deadline, February 23, 1989.

Feb. 15 7,00 UGL

"RUSH OF ROSES"

The

Wednesday, Feb. 15, 1989
Blackburn Rm. 148 at 5: l 5pm
GET INVOLVED!! ,

N.A.A.C.P. Saluted Nat Turner
Feb. 16, 6:30 Blackburn Auditorium

12, 1989
The Wesley Club, a United Methodist
Youth ,Fellowship, invit1es al! to j participate in its activities this semeste~. The
first meeting of the semester wi ll be held
at 3:00pm, Sunday, February 12. at
2405 First Street, N.W. (three blocks
from campus). For information coll or
leave message at 232-1562.

General Meeting

Area Community.
In light of Block History Month Ubiquity hos chosen this time to claim
our resurgence.
Open/House Orientation: February

will provide insight for your teach ing .
For Further Information Contact :
Dr. Edwin Hamilton 635-7354
Dr. Betty Nyongoni 724-4191
Dr. Mariorie Lee 636-7340
Prepared by Marjorie W. Lee Chairperson, Research Committee of Phi Delta
Kappa, o professional fra ternity

CALIFORNIA
STUDENT
~ ASSOCIATION

NEWS RELEASE

The February meeftrig of the Howard
Universi ty Chapter of PHI DELTA KAPPA will feature o ReSeorch Symposium.
On Wednesday, Feb.22, 1989 Deon
Three presen tations will tre- mode
lloyd of the Howard Universi ty College
inclu ding:- ·
of Medicine will conduct a lecture and
*Mr. Jomes D. Walker, Associa te
present o videotape about the medical
Director/ Ar.chiv1st of the Charles Sumner
school in the Undergraduate Library Rm .
School;
L4 l at 5:30p.m. Sponsored by The
* Mr'S. Patr icia Coon, Resource
Health Professions Club.
Teacher at Stevens Elementary School.
DCPS: and
The Ladies of
• Ms. Victoria Commins, Graduate of
Alpha Kappa Alpho
the School of tducation. HU.
Sorority Inc.
This meeting will be held ot the
Alpha C!hopter
Charles Sumner Museum, Arch ives. and
are
Gallery located ot 1207-17th Street. N.
JUST COOLIN'
W., Washington , DC, on Feb"ruary 22,
Sat. Feb. 11, 19B9
1989 from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m.
at Marty's Chapterlll! Student l.D.
Refreshments will be served. Pion l'1ow
req'd. Free drinks before 12:00. Par\v
from 10-3am.
,,. to attend th is educational meeting and
hear these informative presentations t hat

DO YOU WANT TO GO TO MED.
SCHOOL

Give an authentic
MCM bundle of love
Reasonable priced, unique. o'nd
memorab le with FREE delivery to that
speci a I someone.
Stop by rm. 437-Sch. Bus. today! or call

9,30- 4,QOp.m.
All majors and c!ossificotions welcomed !!
See Dr. Houchins ASB-B Rm. 319 or call

636-6717 .
JOBS

332-4700/737-0077.
Valentine Bundles only availa ble Feb. 1013. Quantities limited ...

FA CULTY /STAFF /STUDENTS
Top prices paid for used dnd unwonte"d
textbooks with resole . vol1,1e.
Tim Jones
TAJ Book Service

722-0701
SUPPORT A STUDENT ENTERPRISE
HOWARD UNIVERSITY SEXUAL
HEALTH AWARENESS DAY
Sponsored by
H.U. College of Medicine ,Student Council
H.U. Health Profession Club
H.U. Medical Al umni ~ssociatian
H .U. Student Health Center

•

GREENPEACE ACTION: International
Environmental Organization seeks o
Grassroots Lobbying Coordinator for
National Toxics Campaign.
- Please send resume to David
Ro po port, Greenpeace Action , 1436 ''U''
St. NW, Washington, DC 20009 . GPA
is on EOE .

I

RENT
Rooms for rent in spacious house.
Close/Convenient to Campus. Low
rotes. Call Porn 345-0346.
M/F to share house w ith other H .U .
students walk to campus. Security
bui lding- $275.00 includes utilities. Call

Al 723-5336.
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FEBRUARY 28th
MA.RCH 1, 1989
SCHOO~L.. OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AUDITORIUM
•

•

and

i

•

BLACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM

I

' JOIN AMERICA'S LEADING BLACK ENTREPRENEURS INCLUDING
PUBLISHERS,JOHN H.JOHNSON , EARL GRAVES, alnd THOMAS BURRELL (BURRELL ADVERTISING)
ROBERT JOHNSON (BET), ED ARUNDEL, (AMG INTERNATIONAL), E.R. MlTCHELL (MITCHELL
CO~STRUCTION COMPANY) and many more .......•

'

- ·'

The conference is a two day schedule of f~rums, awards a~d luncheon, workshops.
and ending with a mid·day networking reception
. .
•
•

FOR MORE INFORMATION stop by the Small Business Development Ce.nter
located in the School of Business & Public Administration Room 128
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